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Abstract 

Since Confederation, Canada has struggled to define itself and to develop a sense of 

national identity. Given its array of cultures and languages, its geographicd vastness, 

and its proximity to the United States, Canada's identity cnsis has become a fixture in 

the discourse of Canadian nationalism. Recently, a private organization, The Charles R. 

Bronfi-nan Foundation, funded the production of the Heritage Minutes series. These 

dramatized historical moments were designed to impart upon Canadians a common set 

of historicai images and meanings upon which Canadians could construct a sense of 

national identity. This thesis examines the ways in which the nation has been historically 

defined within the context of Canada through the Heritage Minutes. B y  means of 

discourse analysis, this thesis will elaborate on the dominant and recessive thematic 

patterns utilized by the CRB, to demonstrate that the Heritage Minutes construct a 

meta-narrative of Canadian nationalism and identity through six recumng themes. 
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Résumé 

Depuis la Confédération, le Canada a lutté pour se définir et développer un sens 

d'identité nationale. Étant donné son large éventail de cultures et de langages, son vaste 

territoire, et sa proximité aux États-unis, la crise d'identité du Canada est devenue un 

aspect crucial du discours sur Ie nationalisme canadien. Récemment, une organisation 

privée, The Charles R. Bronfman Foundation, a fondé la production des séries Les 

Minutes du Patrimoine. Ces moments historiques dramatisés ont été conçus pour 

transmettre aux canadiens un ensemble commun d'images et de significations 

historiques sur la base desquelles les canadiens pourraient construire un sens d'identité 

nationale. Ce travail examine les façons dont la nation s'est historiquement définie dans 

le contexte du Canada avec Les Minutes du Patrimoine. Avec l'analyse de discours, 

cette thèse examine les structures thématiques récurrentes utilisées par la CRB, pour 

démontrer que Les Minutes du Pcztrimoine construisent une méta-narrative du 

nationalisme canadien et de l'identité, à travers six thèmes récurrents. Cet exercise 

permettra d'identifier les thèmes dominants et récessifs caractéristiques aux séries. 
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1, Introduction: 
The Nation - A Canadian Problem 

Searchers for a Canadian identity have failed to redize that you can only 
have identification with something you can see or recognize. You need, if 
nothing else, an image in a minor, No other country cares enough about us 
to give back an image of ourselves that we can even resent. And 
apparently we can't do it for ourselves, because so far our attempts to do 
so have resembled those of the three blind men trying to describe the 
elephant. Some of the descriptions have been worth sornething, but what 
they add up to is fragrnented, indecipherable. With what are we to identify 
ourselves? 

Germaine Warkentin "An Image in a Mirror" 
(Atwood 9) 

"What does it mean to be a Canadian?": This nagging question is repeatedly posed to 

Canadians by the media. Between the cultural diversity of its residents, the variety of its 

spoken languages, and its s heer geographical vastness, Canada constantly struggles with 

self-definition. Tom between the cultural influences of imperid England and its 

ovenvhelming southem neighbour, the United States, Canada is never quite sure whether 

it exists because of its geography or despite its geography. In his bookSymptoms of 

Canada (1997), Kieran Keohane suggests that our peculiar urge to define moments of 

Canadian cultural solidarity is indeed the great problem of Canada. Keohane argues that it 

is an expression of Hegel's question: "how to cancel the opposition while preserving the 

differencem(3). Our attempts to answer HegeI's question and to reconciIe Our oppositions 

often results in a series of paradoxes; Canada is a unified culture because it  is 

multicultural. And Canada is one distinct nation because each Canadian region is distinct. 

Moreover, with the augrnenting effects of transnationalization and globalization, this 

question of national unity becomes increasingly universal. 



This question, "What does it mean to be a Canadian?" is an inquiry of enormous 

historical significance. It is important historically, first, because it has been a question 

posed to Canadians since the earliest days of Confederation. In 1874, Edward Blake, 

premier of Ontario and future leader of the Liberal Party remarked, 'The future of Canada 

depends very much upon the cultivation of a national spirit" (Francis et al 42). Although 

Blake's national spirit of the 1870's was a very different version of Canadian nationalism 

than those versions we encounter today, it consisted of little more than being British, his 

cal1 for a national spirit is still a timely remark. This type of request has maintained a 

fixture-like status in the tustorical development of this country and Our discourse on 

national identity. 

Secondly this query, "What does it mean to be Canadian?" is historically 

important because of the cornplex relationship between history and national identity. A 

nation, said Renan, is its history. This begs the question, however, whose history? As a 

country constructed by many regional and ethnic pasts, whose telling of history relates to 

such a diverse audience? The relating of the past is never an objective task. The inclusion 

and exclusion of distinct events and circumstances construct and shape the telling of the 

past. Our inability to articulate moments of a Canadian cultural union is linked to Our 

inability to relate a common version of history. 

In 1986, a private organization, the Charles R. Bronfman Foundation (CRB) took 

up the daunting task of cultivating Our national identity and constructing a national past 

with a goal to "enhance Canadianism." The CRB Foundation hoped to accomplish this 

feat by manying histxical stories with popular culture in a series of sixty-second 

micro-movies entitled Hentage Minutes. At a frequency of forty-six hours aggregate per 



week on stations and networks across the country, these historical vignettes attempt to 

directly solve Keohane's "great problem of Canada" as they construct a comrnon version 

of Canadian history to celebrate. As we near the end of this century, still recovering from 

the recent 1995 Quebec Referendum, Canadians have been surrounded by Federalist 

spirit-building propaganda in everything from the government's own Ministry of Heritage 

to the banal efforts of Petrocan gasoline and Labbatt's beer'. We seem to live in a nation 

inundated with narratives and images of a strong national identity although, when one 

examines the historicd development of this phenomenon, one discovers that this trend is 

a rather recent pattern in the history of Canada itself. 

A Reluctant Nation is Born 

Dominion Day in Canada, July 1, 1867, is celebrated each year as the day Canada 

became a nation. In retrospect, the authors of Readings in Canadian History: 

Post-Confedei-arion, R. Douglas Francis and Donald B. Smith suggest that this union is 

indeed miraculous considering the fragmented Canada of the 1860's: "The only British 

colony on the Pacific Coast debated whether it wanted to join Confederation; the tiniest 

British colony on the AtIantic made every effort to resist union within Canada; and one of 

the four original partners wanted to leave" (Francis & Smith 1). Even more miracuIous 
-- - 

' The Globe and Mail's April 15. 1999 article, "Adverrtising Ourselves," reveds a new 
trend in Canadian advertising whereby the Canadian identity is defined by our ability to 
buy sirnilar "Canadian" consumer products. Our collective and uniquely Canadian culture 
is demonstrated by beer cornmercials and gasoline ads: "Labbatt Blue commercial's 
choreography of a hockey garne organically growing out of a man kicking a beer c m  
[allows one to] feel connected to the intrinsic hockey culture of our culture. [Also,] 
Petrocan does touch sornething in our national psyche when they proclaim 'you have to 
live here to get it."' 



was the successful expansion within a decade from the Atlantic to the Pacific and 

northward to the Arctic. Much of the credit for the surprising success of this British North 

American Union is granted to the Dominion's first Prime Minister, John A. Macdonald, 

and his French-speaking principal lieutenant George-Etienne Cartier. The cooperation of 

English and French speaking politicians to ensure support from both major linguistic 

groups established a convention which has continued in Canada up to the presentday. In 

Destirzies: Curzudiart Hisrory Since Confederation, the authors suggest that "unity in 

diversity became the goal of these Fathers of Confederation" (Francis et al 6). Despite 

noble intentions, however, Canada's founders succeeded only in "building disunity into 

the political structure" (6) .  By attempting to establish a politicd nation which recognized 

and protected the rights of English and French speaking inhabitants and between Catholic 

and Protestant Canadians, the Mcdonald Era set the stage for future struggles between 

opposing culture and traditions. 

Over the following decades as the nation stretched across the land, the rift between 

linguistic groups and cultures would also grow. One of the most serious challenges to the 

federal government arose in the Northwest Rebellion of 1885 which rnarked the 

dissatisfaction of many of Canada's First Nations people with land treaties and Dominion 

agreements. AIthough the onset of the 1885 Rebellion has been interpreted in various 

different ways, it is agreed arnong most historians that its tragic conclusion, with the 

hanging of Metis leader Louis Riel, strongly contrïbuted to rising French Canadian 

nationalism and feuds over religious differences. More recent histoncal examinations of 

the Riel controversy have also suggested that the Rebellion marks not only "a clash of 

cultures but the clash of regions" (Owran102). This interpretation sees "the real 



significance of Rie1 in his position as a westemer defending his region and its people from 

the arrogance and indifference of the east" (Owran 102). By the turn of the century, 

boundaries were clearly established: East vs.West; French vs.Eng1ish; and Catholic 

vs-Protestant being the rnost obvious sites of struggle. Canadian nationaiisrn continued to 

mean radically different things to many different people as individuals struggled to find 

unity in a country founded by many origins, religions, and cultures. 

Twentieth century Canada was marked by the two World Wars and the fluctuating 

economy which accompanied these events. Between 1914 and 19 18, Canada sent over 

625 000 men and several thousand women into war. World War 1 assisted Canada in 

findly ending its strong coIonial ties to England, however, not without once again 

resurrecting disputes between French and English speaking Canadians. French Canadians 

viewed the war as an essentially British struggle and felt little reason to involve 

thernselves in the dl-English speaking military units. As voluntary enlistment dned up 

and the war raged on, French and English Canadians collided with the Conscription Crisis 

of 19 17. The war ended only one year later and it has been argued that Canada indeed 

becarne a nation of its own on Vimy Ridge, however, "while Canada had made great 

strides on the road to nationhood, it had done so at great expense" (Francis 227). With 

over 1/4 million Canadian casualties and the return of French dissatisfaction with English 

speaking Canada, the aftermath of WWI wouId provide the setting for regional and 

economic dissent. 

Canada of the 192C', was only beginning to adjust to postwar conditions when 

suddenly, in 1929 it was forced to cope with the Depression. Clirnatic disaster in the West 

- and economic collapse in the East dominated the Canadian 'Dirty Thirties.' When Britain 



declared war on Germany in September 1939, Canada attempted to remain neutral for as 

long as possible. In the aftemath of such economic collapse, the country was reluctant to 

once again becorne involved in a European war. This changed, however, in 1940 when 

Germany invaded neutral Denmark, Nonvay, and the low countries. By WWII's end in 

1945, Canada had again made great strides towards establishing itself as a nation in its 

own right and as a "rising rniddle powef' (Francis et al 3 11). Although this rise in 

international status led to closer ties with the US, it also created arl econornic boom that 

would carry a prosperous Canada into the 1960's. 

The 1960's in Canada were a tirne of both cultural and political revolution. 

Canadian society becarne more secular, Canadian art and literature flourished and at Expo 

'67, Canada introduced itself to the world. While Canadians seemed to flourish in this 

iiberal environment, "others felt that the heightened individualism of the era was 

incompatible with the need to preserve the nation's unity" (Francis et al 371). This was 

especiaHy tme in Quebec when the Liberal Party took to power in 1x0 and "inaugurated 

what became known as the 'Quiet Revolution"' (Francis et ai 396). The social 

transformation that was affecting al1 of North America was extremely influentid in 

French-speaking Canada and in 1960, Liberal Leader Jean Lesage came to power with 

numerous designs for reforrns. Lesage's political party enforced educational reforms and 

economic changes to "promote a more dynamic francophone presence" (Francis et al 

400). Quebecois were in the rnidst of constructing a new national identity, one which 

"denounced a Canada in which the federd bureaucracy spoke only English, in whicli 

French enjoyed no officid recognition in nine provinces, and in a country in which the 

economy functioned - even within Quebec - largely in English" (Francis et al401). A new 



nationdism was born with Lesage, then in 1966 Daniel Johnson and the Union Nationale 

were elected. Johnson, too, strengthened Quebec7s change in attitude and culture as he 

argued for linguistic equaiity and provincial autonomy. The cultural and political 

reformations that occurred during this 'Quiet Revolution' prepared the province for 

conflicts with federal powers in the 1970's. 

The language debate in Quebec began with a series of crises in the 1970's; the 

'October Crisis' led by the FLQ, followed soon after by the highly controversial Bill 22 

resulted with an intensification of polarized political stances. Historians note that this 

nationalism was not a recent phenornenon in Quebec history and this display of 

nationalism was rooted "in a force-. . from the early nineteenth century" (Francis et al 

406). Under the new PQ government in 1977, Quebec adopted Bill 101, "a charter of the 

French language, which was intended to make Quebec as ovenvhelmingly French as 

Ontario was English" (Francis et al 407,409). Despite this new charter to promote the 

French language in Quebec, francophones continued to fear for their culture and in 1980 

the PQ government held a referendum on "political sovereignty, which would decide 

Quebec7s - and Canada's - future" (Francis et al 410). The referendum was defeated by a 

60-40 margin and the economic downturn of the 80's suggested that the PQ would be 

unable to champion a sovereignty daim any time soon. 

The 1980's proved to be a difFicuIt time for both Canadian and Quebec 

nationdism. The harsh politicai recession forced al1 Canadians to "worry more about 

finding a job than charnpioning political causes" (Francis et al 4 12). Some observers even 

forecasted the dernise of Quebec nationalism. In 1985, sovereignty spokesperson Rene 

Levesque was forced to resign and the Liberal Party again rose to power under Robert 



Bourassa. Although the sovereignty issue would once again reach a fevcrïsh pitch in 

Canadian politics over the relatively minor issue of public signs in 1988, for aimost a 

decade the Quebec debate was an unpopular subject. This is the atmosphere which 

provided the context for Charles Bronfman's interest in national identity and 

Canadianisrn. In 198 1 ,  arnidst this reIatively quiet penod for both Quebec and Canadian 

nationdisrn, Bronfman received the Order of Canada and announced his intention to set 

aside $100 million to endow a Foundation which would respond to wming Canadian 

nationaiism. 

The Heritage Project 

On December 11, 1986 the CRB Foundation was born with two guiding 

objectives; "the enhancement of Canadianisrn; and the unity of the Jewish people" (Kelly 

3). Under the umbrella title of The CRB Foundation, Bronfman and his Foundation hope 

to accomplish these goals by rneans of "The Canadian Program" and "The Diaspora-Israel 

Prograrn." This paper will focus on the Canadian Program's Heritage Project, and more 

specifically the Heritage Minutes produced by this division of the Foundation. Today, in 

the aftermath of the 1995 Referendum we are surrounded by images of Canadian 

nationalism and unity, however, only a decade ago, these images were few and far 

between. In 1986, the Hentage Project cornmissioned a national history survey which 

exemplified the lack of interest Canadians showed in their own history and heritage. With 

less than haIf of the Canadians surveyed able to name Canada's first Prime Minister, the 

Heritage Project hoped to revitalize an interest in Canadian history and nationalism 



The creation of this recent cultural product may seem necessary for a country so 

disjointed by geography, language, and culture, however, there is something disconcerting 

about any one vision of a cornmon Canadian history. Whose stories are being toId and 

whose stones are being neglected? The tumultuous French-English relations are not the 

only historically significant conflict of cultures. Which version of Our Canadian past does 

the CRB Foundation bring to the screen? How are immigrants and First Nations people 

represented by this cultural prodrict? A critical examination of this cultural artifact will 

allow one to better understand the relationship between the Heritage Minutes and the 

multifaceted version of Canadian identity it hopes to promote. 

The Canadian citizen's inability to articulate what constitutes the Canadian nation 

is certainly not for lack of imagination. In fact, Hersche1 Hardin (1974) suggests that "the 

search for a Canadian identity, and for a definition of Canadian nationalism, has gone on 

for so long, and is so gloriously rich in idiosyncrasy, that it constitutes one of the wonders 

of the world" (2). Perhaps one of the hardships associated with overcorning the "great 

problem of Canada" has been the difficulty of finding adequate and agreed definitions of 

the key concepts, nation and nationalisrn. While there is still little agreement arnong 

academics today, schohs  often look to staternents by theorists Ernest Renan, Max 

Weber, and Benedict Anderson. An academic examination of these terms is a necessary 

precursor to any study on the Canadian identity. 



Theoretical and Methodological Frameworks 

In the aptly titled "Qu'est-ce qu'un nation," (1882) Emest Renan suggests that the 

nation is a spiritual embodiment constituted by two interests: "One is the possession in 

common of a rich legacy of remembrances; the other is the actual consent, the desire to 

live together, the will to continue to value the heritage which al1 hold in comrnon" (Renan 

26). Renan's definition resides in the belief of a comrnon morality md distinctive 

historical consciousness. His notion of spiritual embodiment captures much of the 

emotion and subjective elements one associates with the nation and nationalism. Renan's 

interpretation, however, fails to comment on the political implications or on the objective 

elements, like territory or language, which are also associated with these terms. Louis 

Balthazar suggests that Renan's interpretation relies on notions of free will and is "much 

more an ideal than a reality" (Balthazar 93). 

In "The Nation," (1945) Max Weber attempts to marry the subjective and 

objective elements associated with the nation and nationalism. Throughout this 

interpretation, Weber examines the significance of a common language or religion, 

however, he too suggests that while important, these comrnon empiricd qudities are not 

necessarily required for national solidarity. For Weber, a nation is composed of al1 those 

who "think of themselves as being the specific 'partners' of a specific 'culture' diffused 

m o n g  the members of the polity" (Weber 17 1). Weber's definition, unlike that of Renan, 

examines the political consequences associated with these terms as he interprets the 

nation, in the words of Anthony Giddens, as "a borderd power-container" (Hutchinson & 

Smith 43). Weber suggests that the "naked prestige of 'power' is unavoidably transformed 



into other special forms of prestige and especially into the idea of the 'nation"' (Weber 

27 1). Although too various to be defined in terms ~f any one criterium, to some extent 

Weber's definition of nation relies on expressions of political power. 

While Ernest Renan argues for the nation as a f o m  of rnorality and Max Weber 

examines the nation "as a prestige comrnunity endowed with a sense of cultural mission" 

(Hutchinson & Smith 153, the ambiguities surrounding these terms become quite 

apparent. There appears to be little agreement as to the role of ethnicity, poIitica1 power, 

and emotional attachment for each of the given terms. In order to synthesize the 

seemingly oppositional work of Ernest Renan and Max Weber, one may examine the 

work of Benedict Anderson. 

In his book Imngined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism (199 11, Anderson unites the theoretical research of Renan and Weber. In 

what he calls an "anthropological spirit," Anderson proposes the foIlowing definition of 

the nation: "it is an imagined political community - and imagined as both inherently 

limited and sovereign" (Anderson 6) .  He draws the notion of imagining from Renan who 

Anderson suggests indeed refers "to this irnagining in his suavely backhanded way when 

he wrote that 'Or l'essence d'une nation est que tous les individus aient beaucoup de 

choses en commun, et aussi que tous aient oublie bien des choses"' (Anderson 6). 

Anderson's concept of imagining captures the sarne spirit of histoncal consciousness and 

atmosphere of common remembrances as earlier descnbed by Renan. 

Benedict Anderson's conceptualization of the nation as an imagined community 

also succeeds in answering the objective elements associated with the terrn nation. 

Anderson does so by maintaining that the nation is both limited and sovereign. He writes: 



The nation is imagined as limited because even the largest of them, 
encompassing perhaps a billion living human beings, has finite, if elastic, 
boundaries, beyond which lie other nations.. . ft is imagined as sovereign 
because the concept was born in an age in which the Enlightenment and 
Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely-ordained, 
hierarchical dynastic realm. (7 - emphasis in original). 

By placing these physical and temporal boundaries on his definition, Anderson positions 

the terms nation and nacionalism within a political framework. 

Finally, Anderson suggests that the nation "is imagined as community, because, 

regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is 

always conceived as a deep horizontal comradeship" (7). This notion of comadeship and 

fraternity implies that the ideological movement of nationalism manifests itself in a 

synthesis of objective and subjective elements which fuse in a drive for autonomy, unity, 

and identity. 

Anderson's definition of the nation as an "imagined community" combines the 

work of both Renan and Weber and allows one to grasp the ideological movement of 

nationalism. As Keohane observes, however, "Al1 nations are imagined cornmunities, al1 

traditions are invented, but it would be absurd to be content with this generalization"( 13). 

While we may concede that al1 nations are artificial constructions. "they reveal 

themselves [to bel quite enduring and resilient, and usually rest on specific sociological 

foundations" (Balthazar 94). In order to avoid theoretical debates over the existence or the 

constmction of the imagined nation of Canada, 1 propose to use Karl Deusch's definition 

of nation which takes into account some of these sociological foundations. 

In Nationaiism and Social Communication (19661, Kari Deutsch argues that the 

construction of the nation relies upon the growth of modem communications and patterns 



of solidarity. According to Deutsch's theoretical framework, national belonging is of little 

significance when members of a comrnunity reside in unmobilized villages. The need for 

national belonging prows as the community is subjected to urban-type communication 

and it rernains impossible "to rely on old forms of solidarïty like the family, religious 

affiliation, the village, or the region" (Balthazar 94). Once a peopIe becomes mobilized 

and spreads across barriers, whether physical or cultural, communities need to find new 

forms of allegiance; "They rely more and more. .. on a cornrnon set of meanings" 

(Balthazar 94)- While this model does not account for many traditionai forms of 

nationalism, ones in which the models of Renan or Weber rnay be more easily applied, 

this theory accounts for the rise of modem nationalism in industrialized societies. This 

model for national identity is easily applied to the Canadian paradigm, a modem nation 

where traditional communication patterns have been disrupted throughout our nation's 

history by language barriers, regionalism, and religious differences. 

Deutsch's mode1 of social communications as nationalism will guide my 

exarnination of the Heritage Minute series. Throughout this p aper, 1 will refer to the 

Heritage Minutes as "texts," in the sense that, " a 'text' is simply a neutral term for any 

cultural object of investigation, whether a piece of writing, a ritual activity, a city, or a 

mode of knowledge" ('Payne 530). By means of discourse andysis, 1 wilI thematicaily 

group the Minutes in order to categorize the "common set of rneanings" upon which the 

individual texts of the CRB reside. By modeling rny methodoIogy on a frarnework of 

narratology, 1 will read thebc common thematic patterns "in reference to one another in 

order to uncover the relations which structure their narrative" (Innes 359). These recurring 

themes will d s o  be examined in a context of Canadian iiterary criticism. Critical thematic 



approaches to the Minrites, much like the methodology ernployed by Margeret Atwood's 

Sumival (1972) and Gaile McGregor9s The Wacousta Syndrome: Explorations in rhe 

Canadian Langscape (1985) will illuminate the broader narrative of Canadian 

nationalism the CRB hopes to promote. 

The examination of the CRB Heritage Minute and notions of Canadian cultural 

identity is relevant to both my personal and acadernic experiences. In part, this thesis is a 

product of my own positioning as a Canadian. As the daughter of Irish immigrant parents 

and as an English speaking newcomer to French Canada, 1 have grappled with my own 

definitions of what it means to be a Canadian. By researching this constnicted version of 

the Canadian identity, I have had the opportunity to explore my own increasing 

self-consciousness about class, gender, and ethnic background and the role of these 

factors in my own Canadiamess. That being said, my examination of the C m ' s  

constructed identity is a part of my Anglo-Canadian context and rny readings are 

influenced by this positioning. As a communications scholar, my personal interest in 

issues of national identity and cultural productions is both fitting and useful. My study of 

the CRB Heritage Minute, rnuch like communication studies itself, is a project which 

relies on interdisciplinary work. Research for this project has involved archival research, 

historical research and an exarnination of recent interpretations of the Canadian identity. 

Much of this research has involved key publications from the discipline of Canadian 

Studies. 



Canadian Studies Literature 

Academic research on the Canadian identity has becorne vast enough to support its 

own field of study, and Canadian studies has existed as its own discipline in universities 

for the last twenty-five years. Interestingly enough, the first and largest association to 

spnng up from this new discipline vas  the Association for Canadian Studies in the United 

States in 197 1. The location of this first association is perhaps fitting; Peter Karl KresI 

suggests that the birth of Canadian studies is directly related to US participation "in the 

war in Vietnam and the concomitant reaction to it by many Canadian intellectuals" (88). 

With this distinction in political standpoints, scholars began to take serious interest in the 

other differences between these two nations and discern that which could be defined as 

"Canadian." The drive to understand the uniqueness of being Canadian was further 

motivated by the publications in the 1970's which encouraged the growth of free trade 

with the United States. A swelling number of Canadian nationdists reacted to this 

economic union with a battle cry of publications fearing political, economic, and cultural 

absorption by their southern neighbour. 

George Grant's Lament for a Nation (1965) is one important work in a series of 

publications which denounced the United States and called for a renewed interest in 

Canadian society. Nationalist publications by intellectuds and various artists followed 

and culminated in the so-caIied Symons Report of 1975 entitled "To Know Ourselves." 

This report made an apped for an increase in the level of Canadian content in al1 aspects 

of the Canadian education. Over the last twenty years as Canadian culture has itself 



transformed, interest and financiai assistance in Canadian studies has waxed and waned. 

And, although Canadiün studies has increased in scope so as to include more specialized 

areas than studies on the Group of Seven and Robertson Davies, there rernain a series of 

marked areas which are considered the domain of Canadian studies. Ln the Dictionary of 

Cultural and Critical Theory (1997), Peter Karl Kresl notes six criteria for a topic to be 

included under the Canadian studies nibric: "In al1 of these areas the redity of the 

Canadian culture and society which is being studied continues to be marked by the 

country's 'northernness7[and concern with survival], its proximity to the United States, its 

French and English colonial past, its geographic dimensions and characteristics, its 

distinctiveness as a player on the world's political stage, and the sociological 

characteristics of its population" (90). A discourse anaiysis of the Heritage Minute texts 

will reveal a continued focus on these six criteria. 

In order to investigate the continued use of Kresl's six criteria in this series, 1 have 

consulted numerous sources which provide the framework for a thematic analysis of the 

Minutes. Kresl's belief that Canadian culture and society is influenced by its 

"northemness" is supported by Margeret Atwood's Suwival(1972). While Canada is 

clearly "northern" in a geographical sense, Atwood claims that Canada's sense of 

"northemness" is related to its preoccupation with survival. Although Atwood's work 

demonstrates the relationship between survivalism and Canadian literature, many of these 

ideas are also extremely relevant to my examination of the Heritage Minutes. Gaile 

McGregor's "The Frontier Antithesis" (1985) is also usehl in understanding the 

"northerness" quality of the Neritoge Minutes as she descnbes the emphasis of the 

'northern' frontier on Canadian thought. 



Kresl's second cnterion, Canada's preoccupation with its proxirnity to the United 

States, is also reflected in the CRB's version of Canadian history. While wnting this 

paper, 1 used several publications associated with the relationship between Canadian 

studies and popular culture. The Beaver Bites Buck?: American Popular Culr~lre in 

Canada (1993) by D. Flaherty and Frank Manning, and The Pres~mption of Culture 

(1996) by Tom Henighan are vital texts for a growing understanding of the complex 

relationship between American tnd Canadian popular culture. Each book seeks to 

understand the influence of American culture on the Canadian cultural iandscape and 

Iooks to understand our future cultural psyche. David Orchard's The Fight for Canada: 

Four Centuries of Resisrance to American Expansion (1993) provides the historical 

background for Canadian political ties with the United States and the negative effect these 

ties have had on the Canadian economy and culture. The Heritage Minutes have been 

described as a necessary step to offset the influence of Arnerican popular culture and, 

consequently, these works play an important role in my own research as 1 examine a 

cultural product bom partly of Amencan influences. 

Throughout severai of the Herituge Minutes, one also finds references to Canada's 

French and English colonial past. As Katarzyna Rukszto points out in her understanding 

of the Canadian narrative, "the idea that Canadian identity is based on the historic 

presence and influence of British and French ancestry organizes Canadian policies and 

discourses of multiculturalism" (152). In order to better understand this complex 

relationship, 1 turned first to historical texts; Destinies: Canadian History Since 

Confederarion ( 1  996) by R. Douglas Francis et al and Znterpreting Canada ' s  Past ( 1986) 

by J.M.Bumsted have been necessary texts for understanding the histoncal developments 



which set the stage for the present-day conflicts between French and English speaking 

Canadians. For a more populist interpretation of this dilernrna, 1 also considered John 

Ralson Saul's Reflections of a Sialnese Twin: Catzada at the End of the Twentietiz Centrtry 

(1997). Recent rises of Quebec nationaiism in Canada is a topic which deserves a thesis in 

its own right. While I consulted many texts, three of the most helpful include Marcel 

Rioux's 'The Development of Ideologies in Quebec" (1993)' Christian Dufour's "The 

Unthinkable and the Quebec Heart" (1 990)' and Louis Balthazar's "The Faces of Quebec 

Nationalism" (1 993). These numerous texts are extremely useful for a content analysis of 

the Minures which focus on our French and English colonial past. 

Kresl notes a preoccupation with the geographic dimensions of Canada as a fourth 

criterion for a topic to fall under the rubric of Canadian studies. Throughout the Heritage 

Minutes we find that the geographic dimensions of Canada and the regionaiism which 

accompanies these dimensions, are often associated with cultural identity. Approaches to 

regional cultures have a long history in Canadian studies and 1 consulted a few of these 

sources. William Westfall's "On the Concept of Region in Canadian History and 

Literature" (1993) and William Wonders's "Canadian Regions and Regionalisms: 

National Enrichment or National Disintegration" (1983) were essential for my growing 

awareness of the difficulty presented to Canadians by the natural environment and the 

natural allegiances this environment creates. A content analysis of several of the Heritage 

Minutes reveals the way in which theCm plays with Our regional alliances: to be a true 

Marïtimer or die-hard Westerner is associated with a larger nationai identity. 

Kresl also mentions Canada's distinctiveness as a player on the world's political 

stage as a recumng theme in Canadian studies. Often Canada is characterized as the 



'Dudley Donght' Mountie of world politics. Choosing evolution over revolution, Canada 

is depicted as an inventor of peacekeeping. This symbolic construction of Canada's role 

on the world stage is also perpetuated in the Heritage Minttte series. In order to better 

understand this role, 1 consulted Katarzyna Rukszto's "National Encounters: Narrating 

Canada and the Plurdity of Difference" ( 1997) and S-M-Lipset's "Revoiution and 

Counterrevolution: The United States and Canada'' (1993). 

Finally, while researching how the Milzutes represent the socioIogical 

characteristics of Canada, 1 discovered many essays and books commenting on the United 

States and its 'rnelting pot' culture in cornparison to Canada and its 'cuItural mosaic.' 

Howard Palmer's "Mosaic Versus Melting Pot'' (1976) and Robert Kroetsch's "Disunity 

as Unity: A Canadian Strategy" (1997) begin to explain Canada's unique sociological 

characteristics and how these traits influence our self-definitions and meta narratives. This 

cultural schizophrenia brought about by Canada's rnosaic population is also visible 

throughout many of the Heritage Minutes. By using Kresl's six criteria for the study of 

Canada, this paper seeks to determine whether the Heritage Minutes embody these themes 

and, if so, how this ernbodimciit is constituted for understanding Canadian nationhood. 

This thesis makes extensive use of newspaper reviews from The Globe and Mail, 

The Montreal Gazette, and various other Canadian newspapers to explore the media's 

response to the Heritage Minutes. Other responses to the series are found in academic 

journals such as Canndiun Issues and the Journal of Canadian Studies; these journal 

articles provide insight into how academics accepted this cultural initiative. The CRB 

Foundation itself has also produced several publications including The CRB Fotrndation: 

The First Decade, Thomas Axworthy's "Memory Matters," and a lengthy teaching 



manual which accompanies the Herituge Minute Teacher's Package. These publications 

reveal the official mandate of the Charles Bronfman Foundation and the Heritage Project. 

While researching this project, 1 also came in contact with first hand rnemos and research 

notes used by historian John Herd Thompson. Professor Thompson graciously allowed 

me to rurnrnage through file after file of his Heritage Project notes which explore the 

historical accuracy of many of the Minutes and contain memos which passed between 

producers and advisors as they decided on story ideas and selection procedures. 

Chapter S urnmaries 

To set the Heritage Minutes into both a socio-historical and interpretive context, 

the thesis will be divided into the following chapters. The Fust chapter, "Constnicting 

Canadian Nationalism," introduces the Charles Bronfman Foundation and describes both 

its historical development and its officid mandate. It will then introduce the tearn 

producing the Minutes including Patrick Watson and Thomas Axworthy. Deborah 

Morrison, spokesperson for the Heritage Project, was another valuable source of 

information. This team was advised by a group of consulting historians to the Heritage 

Project including , Professor John Herd Thornpson, Director of the Canadian Studies 

Programme at Duke University in Durham, North Caroiina, and Professor Jean-Claude 

Robert, of l'université du Québec à Montréal, formerly president of the Canadian 

Historical Association. These "historical watchdogs," as described by Patrick Watson, 

provide unique insight to the writing of the Heritage Minutes and the ways in which they 

constmct notions of historical accuracy. Overall, this chapter will provide insight into the 



development of the Herircrge Minures from their inception to their life on the television 

screen. 

The second chapter entitled "Thematic Patterns in the Canadian Narrative" 

examines the content of the sixty Hentage Minutes produced by the CRB Foundation and 

their particular construction of Canadian history and Canadian identity. The chapter is 

subdivided into six sections and employs Peter Kresl's six themes for content analysis to 

demonstrate the ways in which 'iie Minutes exempli@ thematic patterns to construct a 

broader Canadian narrative. By using the theories of Canadian literary critics such as 

Margaret Atwood and Gaile McGregor, the dominant recurring themes will reveal the 

Canadian narrative the CRB hopes to promote. 

The object of the third and final chapter, "An Image in a Mirror: The Frarning of a 

Canadian Identity," is to synthesize the ways in which the Heritage Minures attempt to 

construct a narrative of Canadian history in order to create a unified national identity. 

Throughout the Minures examined in this paper, one is introduced to a Canada created by 

female heroines, underdog overachievers, and cooperative group effort within a 

frarnework of underIying anti-Arnencanism. These thematic patterns act as a "cornrnon 

set of meanings" in order to inspire national unity. This is based on the prernise that the 

CRB's narrative, such as the narrative of the Canadian identity and belonging, "produces 

meaning by appeding to subjects through its representations. The narrative is both a 

participant in and a product of historical social relations. It allows individuals to see 

themselves in stories about 'their' social/historicaI contexts" (Rukszto 15 1). This chapter 

seeks to understand how the rneanings, produced by thematic representations throughout 

the Heritage Minutes series, shape the discourse on Canadian nationdism. 



II. Cha~ter  One 
Constmcting Canadian Nationalism 

"Syrnbols lie at the core of culture but they first have to be 
created and then communicated to others" (Willis 55) 

December 1 1, 1996 is considered to be the birthday of the CRB Foundation. 

Patricia Owren of the Globe and Mail suggests that this was the day that "Bronfman, the 

billionaire and CO-chairman of Seagram Co. Ltd.," with a task as ugue  as 'enhancing 

Canadianism,' "decided to inject Our apathetic minds with a little fourth of July hoopla" 

(Owren A2). How does one even define Canadianism? The Foundation seemed to set 

itself a difficult, perhaps even impossible goal. How can Canadianisrn mean the sarne 

thing to so many people of varied regional and cultural backgrounds? With these 

questions in rnind, Bronfman set about seeking respected mernbers of the acadernic and 

media worlds to assist him with his arnbitious endeavor. 

The CRI3 Foundation 

Bronfman, chairman of the Foundation, first contacted Tom Axworthy, 

ex-principal to former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, to serve as executive director to the 

Foundation. Patricia Lavoie from the National Film Board, Canadian directors Richard 

Ciupka and Robert Scully, and CBC's Patrick Watson were soon recruited. Each of these 

members of the Heritage Project brought experience working within the Canadian culture 

industry. Professor Alan King from Queen's University and Gerri Sinclair, Director of the 

EXCITE Centre at Simon Fraser University were then brought aboard for their vast 



experience working with new media and education. In order to provide entertainment 

coupled with histoncal accuracy, the Foundation contacted Professor John Werd 

Thompson, Director of the Canadian Studies Programme at Duke University in Durham, 

North Carolina as an official historian to the project. Shortly after the first series of 

Minutes were released, the Foundation also contacted Professor Jean-Claude Robert of 

l'université du Québec à Montréal, formerly president of the Canadian Historical 

Association, in order to ensure the voice of a French-Canadian historian in the Minutes. 

By 1988, two years after the inauguration of the Foundation, the board rnembers and 

consultants gathered for a brainstorming session which would eventually result in the idea 

for the Heritage Minute series. 

As the CRB Foundation sought a medium for this new project which intended to 

focus on Canadian history, Charles Bronfman advanced his desire to avoid traditional 

academic systerns and to approach the public through popular culture. As ideas and 

suggestions were thrown about the table, Patncia Lavoie suggested making films, sixty 

second films which would capture a significant moment in Canadian history. On hearing 

Lavoie's proposal, Bronfman remarked, "if advertisen can use thirty seconds of television 

to persuade Canadians to buy corn flakes or deodorants, we should be able to use one 

block minutes of tirne to persuade them that they have an interesting country" (Kelly 14). 

In an effort to reach out to the MuchMusic, MTV generations of youth, the Heritage 

Minutes seek not to teach, but to arrest and hold attention, even if just for a minute. 

Patrick Watson, former CBC chairman and present Creative Director for the Heritage 

Minutes, argues that the cinematic qualities of the Heritage Minutes and their drive 

towards the dramatic "cm-efully avoids pedantry" and creates 'Pndelible images in the 



rninds of their viewers7' (Boone D5). With this series of drarnatized histoncal events the 

CRI3 hopes to employ television and popular culture to construct a rnultifaceted notion of 

Our Canadian heritage. 

In order to create these indeIibIe images, the Minutes are high-end productions 

shot with 35 mm film for theatrical and television distribution. This quality, however, is 

not without its price: "Committed to budgets comparable to those of quality motion 

pictures, [the Foundation] went in search of partnering sponsors" (Kelly 17). In a letter 

which was distributed to possible sponsors, Axworthy articulated the original mandate of 

this project. The Minutes strive to achieve four goals: 

1. increase awareness of our nation's rich historical heritage; 
2. to instill in al1 Canadians a sense of pride and belonging to this country 
based on a shared sense of national achievement; 
3. to dramatize some of Canada's great, yet little-known achievements; and 
4. be a launching pad for a major educational programme to stimulate 
greater interest in and awareness of our historical heritage among al1 
Canadians. (Memo - January 24, 1991) 

Axworthy's letters for sponsorship were answered and Canada Post Corporation and 

Power Corporation soon shared credits with the CRB Foundation investing funds the size 

of which no one publicly wishes to discuss. The only dollar figure ever mentioned in any 

of the CRB's publications and interviews is the $100 million endowment fund. When 

questioned about the Foundation's financial lacuna, Tom Axworthy remarked, "Let's just 

Say we want people to focus on the end product, not how much it cost" (Owen A2). 

Lavoie's proposal for minute-length films gave the Foundation a concrete vision 

of what it hoped to produce and much of 1989 was spent collecting scripts, researching 

historical events, and planning production. In 1990, the members of the Hentage Project 

gathered for a story selection meeting for the first series of Mirzutes. The working group 



consisted of CRB Foundation members, media experts, and a historical consultant. At the 

June 15, 1990 meeting, in attendance were Charles and Andrea Bronfman, Thomas 

Axworthy, and Ann Dadson of the CRI3 Foundation; from the Canada Post Corporation, 

Alain Doucet; from Voila Productions, Patricia Lavoie; from Cossette Communications, 

Wally Thompson; and as a consultant-historian, Professor John Thornpson. At these early 

stages in the Hentage Project, there were very few thematic guidelines for story selection. 

On a memo to John Thornpson d;ted June 14, 1990, the CRB suggested the following 

criteria: 

1. Intrigue us with Canada's heritage; 
2. Be 'produceable' within our resources; 
3. Be truthful within the bounds of dramatic Iicense; 
4. Reflect and celebrate Canadian social and cultural values: tolerance, 
fainess, courage, tenacity, resourcefuiness, inventiveness; 
5. Reveal origins; 
6. Surprise, provoke reflection, reexarnination, raise questions. 

With such an open set of criteria, spokesperson for the Heritage Project, Deborah 

Morrison reveals that the first series of Minutes were a haphazardly constructed 

collection: "Each Miltute was put together in a unique way. Sometimes it was researched 

and scripted by one individual. Sometimes it was a group collaboration. The first series 

were part of an evolutionary process which just emerged out of brainstorming meetings, 

not out of set thematic goals" (interview - March 24, 1999). 

At the June meeting, the group discussed possible story ideas unti1 only fourteen 

of the various suggestions were retained. In this discussion, the comrnittee attempted to 

find a reasonable balance of gender, region, French-English, aboriginal, and minority 

representation. This was accomplished by a series of charts which categorized the Minutes 

according to simple classifications such as 'gender of principal character,' 'setting by 



region,' and 'subject matter.' The CRB's partner in the Minute series, the Canada Post 

Corporation, also contributed to the selection procedure. Part of each meeting was 

dedicated to finding a starnp which could be tied in with the thematic concerns of the 

Minutes. For example, in the minutes for the June 15, 1990 meeting, next to the Hal@ 

Explosion proposal, it is noted, "Stamp rnatching possibility - Yes, maybe a match in 

199 1 under dangerous public occupations" (Memo- June 15, 1990). Although the CRB 

always maintained final control w e r  story selection, the ability to match a story 

suggestion with an existing o r  proposed stamp greatly seems to have strongly influenced 

the possibility for the production of a Minute in the first series. 

"Just a Minute of Your Tirne": The First Series 

By November of 1990, the Heritage Minute team had produced the first series of 

Minutes which eventudly prerniered on March 3 1, 1991. This first senes included the 

following Minutes (in alphabetical order): Frontenac, Halifar Explosion, McClung, 

Naming of Canada, Orphans, Peacekeeping, Penfield, Plante, Responsible Govenzrnent, 

Soddie, Superman, Trout, Underground Rail way, and Valuur Road. In November, the 

selection team once again convened in an attempt to breakdown the films into 

geographicai, ethno/linguistic, gender, and subject matter categories. 



Table 1 

Heritage Mhctes:  Categorical Divisions according to CRB 

1 Child Group 
Undergr. F/M Eastern both black 

Rai lroad Canada 
Jaques M Quebec adult white 
Plante 
Valour M Manitoba 1 adult white 
Road 

1 Halifax [ M 1 Nova 1 adult 1 white 
Explosion Scotia 
Nellie M Manitoba adult white 

Jacques M Quebec adult white/ 
Cartier Native 
Orphans F/M Quebec child white 

Peace- M Cypms adult white 
keeping 
Wilder M Quebec adult white 
Penfield 
Resp. M B r i  tain adult white 
Gov' t 
Soddie FM Manitoba adult white 

1 Super- 1 M 1 USA/ 1 young ( white 
man 1 Toronto 1 adult 1 
Jennie 1 Trout 1 Ontario 1 adult 1 white 

Frontenac 1 M 1 Quebec 1 adult 1 white 

Endeavor Stamp ~ t h n i c - ( 3 )  
social E 

sports F 

milirary , E  
heroism 1 
individual 1 
heroism 
political X E 

I 

1 

social F 

social/ 3 
architect. 
arts l 
medicine X E 



As Table 1 demonstrates, these fourteen Heritage Minutes were not nearly as successfkl 

in balancing the representations of gender or minority Canadians as they had initially 

envisioned. In Tom Axworthy's summary of produced Minutes, he points out various 

obvious inconsistencies: "Ethnically we have no Orïentals.. . Regions of Canada are well 

covered with two striking exceptions: There is nothing frorn the North and nothing from 

the West Coast.. . There is a disheartening srnall representation of art, and there is ZERO 

on nature, the environment, [and] conservation" (Memo - Nov. 6, 1990). Axworthy's 

comments demonstrate the Heritage Project's redization that the selection process 

required more stringent guidelines and a more complex Iist of criteria. 

Another story meeting took place on November 23, 1990 and in addition to the 

previous team, the group were joined by Deborah Momson, coordinator for the Heritage 

Projecr, Professor Jean-Claude Robert, and Gem Sinclair. Once again, the Heritage 

Minute group brainstormed a number of ideas for future Minutes to be produced. Priority 

was given to those Minutes which fulfilled subject areas which had previously been 

neglected, and with stricter thematic guidelines, the Mirtures were chosen in a much less 

arbi trary fas hion. 

The first series of Minutes premiered on March 3 1, 1991 with a television special 

stacked with Canadian celebrities. Author, W.O.Mitchel1; actor, Gordon Pinsent; and 

comedian, Frank Shuster were among those who guest-appeared to launch the series. The 

premiere was advertised as a "prime-time self serve history garne for the whole family" 

(Qui11 B3) and the show featured quiz questions based on a recent CRE3 funded national 

survey. This programme also reveded the results of the historical knowledge survey. The 

results were devastating; 23% of the respondents could not think of a single Canadian 



event or achievernent of which they were proud (QuiIl B3). These rather harrowing 

responses seemed an excellent introduction to the Heritage Minute series, a project which 

intended to reintroduce young Canadians to history. Reviews of the Minutes were 

published in most major Canadian newspapers and while most journalists agreed that "the 

Minutes cannot hope to fi11 aii the gaps" demonstrated by the recent survey, they do "have 

the potential to provoke our dormant curiosity" (Godrey A7). Despite the number of 

published reviews, the Heritage 2roject did not rely only upon newspapers and journals 

for feedback; it aiso cornrnissioned a research report which would ascertain the reactions 

of both English and French Canadians to the Heritage Minute series. 

The research report was carried out by the accountant fm Legendre Lubawin 

Goldfarb Inc. in Toronto and Montreai, In order to reveal the reactions of 

English-Canadians to the Herirage Minutes, the Goldfarb Consuitants conducted research 

on two focus groups in Toronto on February 28, 1991. Ten people participated in each 

session and the respondents were recruited randomly to deliver a cross-section of adults, 

over eighteen years of age, of mixed socioeconomic background. Half of each group was 

male and half female. Up to ten of the fourteen Minutes were shown and discussed in 

meetings which Iasted approximately two hours. According to this report, most of the 

public reactions to the series were positive; "the series is praised for being very 

informative, interesting, and well done" (Goldfarb 199 1). Many of the participants 

remarked about the high production value of the Minutes and the strong feelings of pride 

the Minutes hope to instill. Most negative responses were associated with initial confusion 

over who was sponsoring the series and why. Arnong the negative responses mentioned 

by the research report were the following: 



There is some speculation about why Canada Post, in particular, is 
involved. There is an initial expectation that there is some attempt by 
Canada Post to sel1 them something or present some sort of promotional 
pitch. 

Some speculate that the iederal govemment is simply trying to use 
Canada Post as a sponsor to deliver a nationd unity propaganda campaign 
on its behalf and promote more positive feelings in English Canada toward 
Quebec, through the Cartier and Orphan spots in particular. (Goldfarb 
1991) 

The report also suggests that many viewers were confused by theCRB logo. Audiences 

tended to associate the CRI3 with the CBC or another crown corpor~tion. The report 

concludes with a list of 'most popular' Minutes and suggests that Superman and Halifar 

Explosion should be given the "heaviest media weight" (Goldfarb 199 1) for evoking the 

strongest positive responses frorn men and women in the focus groups. 

Goldfarb Consultants conducted its investigation of French-Canadian responses to 

the Heritage Minutes on March 6 ,  1991 in Montreal, Quebec. Two focus group sessions 

of seventeen randomiy recruited Canadian adults, nine of which were male, eight fernaie, 

participated in the sessions. These groups viewed each of the thirteen Minures twice and 

then were asked to participate in a discussion of the Mirzutes and of the concept of the 

carnpaign itself. As expected, many of the reactions of French-Canadians differed from 

those of their English-Canadian counterparts. While overail reactions to involving 

Canadians in history were positive, the research report notes that, "its ultimate perceived 

goal of Furthering Canadian unity leaves a segment of Quebec nationalists cold" (Goldfarb 

199 1). Concems were also raised about the choice of "lightY7 subjects featuring 

Quebeckers: 

There was some concern about the trividity of the subject matters 
(Plante), and/or the lightness of the treatment (Frontenac, and to some 



extent, Cartier) of the Minutes dealing with Quebec in the context of the 
whole series. (Goldfarb 199 1) 

French-Canadians had sirnilar responses to English Canadian with regards to the CRB 

signature. They too had IittIe knowledge of the CRI3 Foundation and iittle explanation for 

what this acronym might stand. The Goldfarb survey suggests that a more elaborate 

explanation rnay required considering the "delicate nature of the topic (Canadian unity) in 

Quebec" (Goldfarb 199 1). These research reports did demonsuate, however, that despite 

different political concerns, both French and English speaking Canadians were interested 

in leaming more about the history of Canada and Quebec. 

Although the Goldfarb Consultant's survey reaffirmed the necessity for stricter 

story selection procedures, the results also reassured the Heritage Minute team that they 

were making a significant impact on Canadian viewers. Despite common qualms over the 

CRI3 signature and the involvement of Canada Post, most of the viewing public had 

positive responses to the project. The Heritage Project, encouraged by these findings, 

released a second series of Minutes in 1992. In the sarne year on May 29, 1992, the 

Minutes were also given more systematic exposure by being shown before feature 

attractions in Cineplex Odeon cinemas across the country- The convergence of the 

Hentage Minutes series with diverse media forms, in this case the movie theatre, is only 

the first example of the Heritage Project's aim to rnake use of both p h t  and electronic 

media to convey their historical lessons. 



Heritage Minute Controversies 

In 1997, four of the Heritage Minutes, the 19 17 Halifax Explosion, the innovation 

of the hockey goalie mask by Jacques Plante, the discovery of dinosaurs, and Nitro, the 

story of Chinese railway workers in BC, were re-created as cornic books by McClelland 

and Stewart publishers, and distributed across Canada by more than 900 McDonald's 

Restaurants of Canada Ltd. With an original run of one million copies, 750,000 English 

comic books and 250,000 French versions, the CRB Foundation met with criticism for 

both its marketing partners and its cornic-book format to convey serious historicai issues. 

Some citics found fault with the historical accuracy of the comic renditions; In "Comic 

book doesn't amuse historians" (1997), Halifax historian Alan Ruffman suggested that 

that the Halifax Explosion comic included several errors which could be easily remedied. 

While Dinah Forbes, Senior Editor at McClelland & Stewart, conceded that "the comic 

book, which shows a two-page illustration of an orange infemo with the word 'Bawoom!' 

to illustrate the blast, does embellish some of the details" (Cox A7), it was by no means 

riddled with inaccuracies. Despite efforts to rernind readers that the publication was a 

comic book aimed at children, not a scholarly historical rendition, the insuing controversy 

resuIted in the cancellation of the comic book launch. Some critics also questioned the 

CRB's use of an American franchise to encourage interest in Canadian identity'. Despite 

these controversies, the four comics were indeed released and continue to be distributed 

by McDonald's Restaurants across Canada. 

Dewar, Ken. "When history meets self-serving fiction." Globe and Mail. 5 March 1997, 
A 14. 



The controversy over the Halifar Explosion cornic is not the only complaint the 

Heritage Mincrtes have encountered over the years, At times, the CRB admits that 

grievances over historical accuracy, especially those found within the first seria, are 

crïticisms worth noting. There are incorrect details, for instance, in the Valour Road 

Minrite which rnilitary buffs will catch and the "adoptive parents in Orphans should have 

been farmers, not urban bourgeois" (Memo - March 18, 1991). These historical 

inconsistencies, however, are considered relatively minor errors in cornparison to a 

Minute like Frontenac. Creative Director Patrick Watson admits that this Minute which 

dramatizes a fictional sword fight between Frontenac and an American soldier "strayed a 

bit farther from authenticity than is advisable" (Memo - January 30, 1990). Historian John 

Thompson recails seeing the final version of the Frontenac Minute for the first time and 

shaking his head at the blatant rnisinterpretation of histoncal events: 

The first director was a man named Richard Ciupka who is a brilliant 
filmmaker, but either wiIlfully didn't understand or just didn't care to 
understand the demands of academic history. The funniest time was the 
time when we made the minute about Frontenac when he responds 'from 
the mouths of the canons.' 1 think that's the biggest disaster of al1 of the 
Minutes. It's one of the most expensive and after that one, they always 
tried to have historians on the set because Richard just made it up as he 
went along. And 1 said to Richard, it didn't happen that way. He said, 
"It's 1690, who's going to know.. . (laughs) 1 tried to explain that we had 
al1 kinds of primary sources that would tell us what happened or that 
would give us an approximation of what actually happened but he just 
thought that he could do whatever the hell he wanted. (interview - March 
23, 1999) 

In response to what Thompson refers to as a "disaster," much care was taken to examine 

the first series and decide what could be defined as an "outright mistake" and what could 

be interpreted as "dramatic license." The CRBYs concern with historical accuracy is 

illustrated by the following table. 



Table 2 

athenticity for the First Series of Herirage Minutes 
(Merno - March 18, 199 1) 

Jennie Trout 

Jacques Plante 

Halifax Explosion 

Valour Road 

- 

~ e s ~ o n s i b l e  Gov't 

Naming of Canada 

Frontenac 

Underground Railroad 

Soddie 

Superman 

Orphans 

Peacekeeping 

dramatized but recreated as close as possible to first sources - 
based on an actual incident 

dramatized but recreated as close as possible to first sources 

dramatic license - McClung meeting Roblin at the polls is a 
dramatic invention 

dramatized but recreated as close as possible to first sources 

outright rnistake - there are incorrect details which military 
buffs will catch (uniforni, equipment) 

dramatic license - Victoria and Melbourne did not exchange 
these exact words 

dramatic license - this episode is a composite based on a 
number of Penfield's cases 

dramatic license - the p r k t  with Cartier 
outright rnistake - teepees in the Iroquoian village shouId 
have been longhouses 

outright rnistake - sword fighting and multiple envoys 

invented situation, but a plausible invention 

invented situation, but a plausible invention 

invented situation, but a plausible invention 

outright rnistake - the adoptive parents should have been 
farmers, not urban bourgeois 

invented situation, but a plaus~ble invention 



Controversies over histoncal accuracy are hardly the only criticisms the Heritage 

Project has encountered. In fact, spokesperson Deborah Morrison notes, "very few of the 

Minutes are deemed 'complaint-free;' the project seems to be getting more criticism as it 

becomes more public" (Memo - November 18, 1993). Aside from criticisms of historical 

accuracy or creative production, one noteworthy criticism emerged from the Turkish 

Ambassador to Canada. Ambassador N i  Tuxgas registered a cornplaint with the CRB 

Foundation on September 1 1, 19: 1. The Arnbassador felt that the Pt arekeeping Minute 

portrays Turkish citizens in a poor light compared to the Greek Cypriots. The CM3 tried to 

impress upon the Ambassador that the "focus of the Minute was on Canada's invention of 

pezce keeping, and no slight was intended to Turkey" (Memo - September 11, 199 1). 

Although the Minute was never taken out of television rotation, this is a usehl point with 

respect to how different groups reacted to the Minutes, and what happens when a Minute 

is not edited so that it is inclusive and accurate to as many Canadian citizens as possible. 

Academic and journalistic examinations of the Minutes have aiso tended to be 

much more critical than public opinion. In their article, "Ambushed by Patriotism" 

(1995), authors Cameron and McGinnis question, "1s it ever safe to traffic in propaganda? 

1s dissernination of visceral imagery aiways mnately dangerous?" (15). During the height 

of Referendum tensions in 1995, these critical approaches became extremely important. 

Journalist Fred Langan took extreme offense to the Baldwin & Lnfontaine Minute, "It was 

obviously a stab at national unit.," Langan wrote in the Financial Post, "but it f d e d  

because it made one group - English Montrealers - look like an ignorant, intolerant bunch 

of builying bigots.. . Who made this thing, Canada Post or the Bloc Quebecois?" (Langan 

15). The Heritage Project has received numerous cornplaints over Minutes Iike Baldwin & 



Lafontaine which represent moments of French and English cooperation. Despite the 

reinforcement that the efforts of the CRB "were defined and initiated in 1987, long before 

any constitutional crisis emerged" (Memo -November 18, 1993), the Minutes have been 

accused as portraying federdist "feel-good agit-prop" (Haslett-Cuff B2) and accused of 

influencing Quebeckers to vote 'yes' in the 1995 Referendum3. Although no Heritcige 

Minutes were ever taken off the air because of these criticisms, reviews like that found in 

the Financial Post (October 17, 1995), certainly made the project authors more diligent in 

the research and consultation phases of story development. 

Historian John Thompson is greatly interested by the nurnerous critics who 

accused the Heritage Minutes of acting out a federalist propaganda campaign. In an 

interview earlier this year, 1 asked Thompson about the federalist intentions of the project: 

The thing you have to understand is that they didn't have anything to do 
with the Referendum. It's hard to explain to people. You have to 
remember how dead the Parti Quebecois was in the mid-1980's. Kenneth 
McRoberts of York University, put out a new book about Quebec, social 
and political change.. . and in the introduction to his book, and this was at 
the sarne time we were writing the drafts for the first Minute, he said, "It 
seems that Quebec nationaiism or independence is dead for our lifetime." 
(laughs ...) So, remember, we didn't do it for those reasons at all. And 
anyone who thinks we are part of some federalist plot, is just rnissing the 
point. It's much more subtle than that. You would have to be living in 
the early 1970's and have pretty lame notions of national identities to think 
that it is some sort of mechanical operation. 1 mean, just the way Canadian 
identities are contested. Not everybody thinks that the Canadian identity is 
the same thing. Once upon a time, Canadian identity was British! Now 
it's multiculturai. And the sarne sort of contestation took place when we 

After John Thompson requested an apology from journalist Fred Langan for his critical 
Financial Post article (October 17, 1995 p. 15), Langan responded to Thompson with the 
following cornplaint: "What my column was about was the tone of the Heritage Minutes, 
especially in the middle of the referendum carnpaign. From North Carolina you can't 
know the intensity of what is going on in this country at the moment.. . And to show 
English bullies beating up French people, is in my view, taking sides. It could certainly 
influence a voter to go for the Yes side." 



were putting the Minutes together. 1 mean, we woiild argue about how we 
were going to do it. (interview - March 23, 1999) 

While Deborah Morrison, Project coordinator, agrees that the Project never intended to 

take sides in this political controversy; "That we now find much of our work out in public 

release in such a time, is an occasion to which we rise proudly, but not something we 

anticipated" (Memo - Novernber 18, 1993). Despite claims of neutrdity, with a mandate 

to "instill in al1 Canadians [including Quebeckers] a sense of pride and belonging," the  

Heritage Project could hardly da im to be impartial in constitutional debates. 

Minutes on the Backburner 

Perhaps more interesting than the Minutes which have received negative criticisms 

are the Heritage Minutes which were never actuaiiy produced. Historian Jean-Claude 

Robert notes, 'There is a selection process and of course, it is what we don't show that is 

telling. For instance, for different reasons, there are very few Minutes on religion. Haw 

can you talk about nineteenth-century Quebec history without talking about religion?" 

(interview - March 12, 1999). Religion in Quebec is not the only missing thematic 

concern. Despite repeated entreaties from each of the consultant-historians, there are 

almost no Mintttes which represent the role of the working class or labour issues in 

Canadian history. In an interview, Thompson describes two of the Minutes which were 

never produced: 

The two that 1 thought were the cleverest of the working class Minutes that 
we never got to make were as follows: Jean-Claude and 1 wanted to make 
one that featured Madeline Deront and Kent RalIy who were Cornmunist 
labour organizers and the second one had to do with the Valleyfield textile 



strike.. . we didn't get to far with that one. We tried to seil it to them as 
cooperation of French and English.. . (laughs). It didn't get sold.. . 
Nothing was ever turned down. We were never told that we couldn't make 
this Minute. We were always told that the Min~rre would be made later.. . 
it would just take a while.. . could we just wait a bit. (interview - March 
23, 1999) 

Robert suggests that Nitro is the only Minute which indeed focuses on the working class. 

Nitro depicts a CPR construction site in 1880's British Columbia, as a young Chinese 

worker volunteers to set a dangerous nitroglycetin charge in return for his young wife's 

boat fare to Canada. Although this Minute portrays the working class, in this instance, 

class is undercut by ethnicity. The following chapter analyses the thematic structures 

employed by the Minutes. By understanding the narrative of Canadian history that the 

Heritage Minures promotes, the aspects of Our Canadian identity which are neglected, like 

class, will be illustrated. 

Viewership and Future Plans for the Heritage Project 

In addition to the Heritage cornic books, thew have been other vignettes which 

have transcended regular television circulation. One of these texts, the Minute which 

illustrates Jackie Robinson's breakthrough year with the Montreai Royals in 1946, has 

k e n  accepted for permanent exhibition at the African-American wing of the National 

Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y. The Heritage Minutes have d s o  been 

involved in several television specials, for example, the multiple-Gernini award-winrihg 

"Arrow," starring Dan Ackroyd. This four-hour CBC special focused on the design, and 

ultimately the destruction of the Avro Arrow, the Canadian fighter jet cancelled by the 



Diefenbaker govemment. Production costs of this Heritage Minutc were re-allocated as 

seed money for the TV special, and a Heritage Minute also resulted. A similar project is 

being carried out this surnmer (1999) as the Heritage Project team works together with a 

Hollywood Company in production of the story of Grey OwI, an English hunter who 

converted into a naturalist and First Nations enthusiast eadier this century. 

Since their creation in 1991. sixty Heritage Minutes have been brought to the wide 

screen and to television and currently four additional Minutes are in production. Produced 

in English and French, the Heritage Minutes are seen by over 23 million Canadians a 

year. The Minutes mn on television as CRTC designated mini-Canadian programmes and 

partners include public and private broadcasters, as weU as MuchMusic, the popular video 

music channel. TeIevision presentations amount to 46 hours of programming per month 

on networks and individual stations across Canada, thirty percent of the Heritage Minutes 

run in network prime time, and another six percent in network off-peak hours. Another 

half of the Heritage Minute broadcasts, are aired by individual stations and cable 

channels. The Heritage Minutes are also distributed by Universal Home Video in Canada, 

which now includes Mitzutes at the back end of their home video releases. These videos 

deliver an additional viewing audience of nearly 9 million Canadians. The Heritage 

Minutes are also receivable on the popular A&E network in the United States and Canada. 

The Heritage Minutes have created immense recognition and acceptance for the 

larger work of the Heritage Project. About half of al1 the inquiries on the Hentage 

Project's toll-free number in 1997 were requests for Heritage Minute tapes, the vast 

majority of them from teachers wanting to use the Minutes in classrooms. Deborah 

Morrison suggests that this is a flattering side effect for a project which intended the 



Minutes to provide the "sizzle to the steak" of the project (Cameron & McGinnis 15). 

From the beginning, the larger goal was to include interactive teaching aids and the 

development of electronic tools for students. Presently, the Heritage Project is compiling 

a coliection of interactive media to research issues, personalities, events, and to create 

historical databases. The Project has also developed a number of initiatives intended to 

extend its educational mission. In partnership with community groups and educators, the 

Project has created the Heritage Fairs programme which encourages students to create 

history-related projects using the media of their choice (video, computer, performance, 

art) and presenting them at community organized pubiic events. Al1 ten provinces have 

participated in the programme which has already involved over 50,000 Canadian youth. 

The Heritage Project has evolved dramaticdly from its onginal sessions in 1988 to 

the multifaceted educational agency it has become today. As the Project developed, the 

members of the Heritage Minute selection committee have become increasingly 

preoccupied with the thematic concems of new Minutes. The Project has corne to redize 

that by stmcturing the Minutes within a thematic frarnework, they could be more easily 

transferred to a school environment and adapted to educational fairs. 

The Project's first cal1 for categorical structuring came in 1991 after the first set 

of randornly chosen Minutes had been released. Tom Axworthy sent a memo out to each 

of the Heri tage Projec t members requesting suggestions for a more concep tual framework 

for story selection. In a response to Axworthy's request, historian John Thompson replied 

with a suggestion for two sets of criteria, "the first set drarnatic and the second set 

didactic" (Memo - January 24, 199 1). While he left suggestions for the dramatic criteria 

to the creative team, Thompson suggested that in order to fuIfill the mandate of the 



project to "instill pride" and "increase awareness," the project must seek to display 

aspects of our "cultural hentage which make Canada unique, which differentiate it from 

other nations, in particular the United States" (Memo - January 24, 199 1). In this fax, 

Thompson suggests seven differentiating themes upon which the Heritage Minutes could 

be based: "Our bilingual, bicultural nature, our (admittedly belated) embracing of 

multiculturalism, our regional nature, our social programs, Our tradition of public 

enterprise, our tradition of compromise and cooperation, and our land's hanh beauty7* 

(Memo- January 24, 199 1). Thompson's thematic concems are strikingly similar to the 

criteria suggested by Peter Kresl to define 'Canadianism' in the introduction to this paper. 

Chapter two will analyze how the Heritage Minutes have corne to rely on these 

categorical structures and what the implications of these structures are for the construction 

of the CRB7s narrative of Canadian nationalism. 



III. Chapter Two 
Thematic Patterns in the Canadian Narrative 

The introduction to this paper suggests that nationalisrn in Canada is a result of 

modem communications. Our ability to maintain a fonn of national identity relies on Our 

ability to communicate "new forms of allegiance.. . [through] a common set of meanings" 

(Balthazar 94). As the first chapter demonstrates, the Heritage Project set about to provide 

this "common set of meanings" tu a country divided by temtory and language. The 

Heritage Project intended to do so by reawakening interest in Canadian history and 

"instilling in al1 Canadians a sense of pride and belonging" (Memo - January 24, 1991). 

As the Project developed, it became apparent that more stringent thematic selection 

procedures were necessary to attempt to represent as many different aspects as possible of 

Canadian history. As Series 1 demonstrated in 1991, without a well designed thematic 

selection procedure, the Minutes tended to overwhelmingly represent the achievements of 

the most privileged group, often those of white, English-speaking, men4, rather than the 

exploits of a more diversified group of Canadians. According to the historians, these 

included women and various ethnic rninonties, as well as representations from the 

country's different regions. 

Our thematic analysis demonstrates that the histokal vignettes provide more than 

glimpses into Our past; they constnict a meta-narrative of Canadian history, based on a 

pattern of privileged texts and symbols which narratively reproduce the same privileges 

which white males continue to enjoy in the Canadian social structure. Elspeth Cameron 

and Janice Dickin McGinnis (2995) even suggest that the Minutes "fùnction as 'cues' - to 

See Table 1 (page 27) 



use Levi Strauss's term - activating convictions that Canadians hoId dear" (12). In order 

to examine the meanings and 'cues' that the Minutes actively promote, this chapter 

divides the Minutes into six categorïes based upon Peter Karl Kresl's critena for the study 

of Canada. In this atternpt to determine which themes are privileged in the Minutes, we 

can not assume that the thematic divisions are mutually exclusive, rather, what we have 

done is to class the Minutes according to their main thematic forms. Many of the Minrires 

rely on WO or three thematic comerns simultaneously. For instance, linder-ground 

Railroad not only illustrates part of Canada's sociological foundations, it also makes use 

of the anti-Arnerican ideology which underlies much of Canadian nationalism. This 

chapter suggests that the Heritage Minute's preoccupation with these six themes indicates 

that they function as a "comrnon set of meanings" out of which the meta-narrative about 

Canadian nationalism is constructed. 

A discourse analysis frmework was utilized to separate the Minutes into thernatic 

patterns based on Teun Van Dijk's rnethods described in his News as Discourse (1988).  

According to Van Dijk, discourse analysis reveals that there are two main dimensions to 

any discourse; "textual dimensions [which] account for the structure of a discourse at 

various levels of description [and] contextual dimensions [which] relate these structural 

descriptions to various properties of the text, such as cognitive processes representations 

or sociocultural processes" (25). Thus, by exarnining both the textual and contextual 

dimensions of each Minute, one is able to determine its dominant thernatic patterns. 

Steele of the Mo~tnties provides a good exarnple of how Teun Van Dijk's 

framework functions. A systematic analysis of the various levels of descriptions, in this 

case, the published descriptions which accompany the Minutes and descriptions found 



throughout the Heritage Minute literature (memos etc...), indicate the thematic patterns at 

a textual level. For exarnple, in the published description, one learns "Steele of the 

Mounties Iooks in on a chastened American garnbler as he recdls his eviction from the 

Yukon by Supenntendent Sam Steele during the Klondike Gold Rush of 1898.' " The 

anti-Americanism is implied in the use of the ternis, "chastened American" and 

"eviction." The Mimite's dialogue represents this meaning descriptively through the 

chastened garnbler's statements: "Canada be damned!" and "You can't do this to me, I'm 

an American." Textual evidence demonstrates a preoccupation with the differences 

between the USA and Canada. 

The discourse of the Minutes, however, can not be fully understood by the first 

order textual analysis alone; there is a further interaction occurring, one in which 

contextual andysis infiltrates and implements the textuai meanings. Van Dijk suggests 

that this second order, contexhial analysis, "involves the mental processes of 

interpretation and formulation" and involves "social interaction" (29-30). On this second 

Ievel, the viewer her or himseif interprets and formulates the "most important, central, or 

dominant concepts" to understand the "surnmary"' or "gist" of the discourse; the 

theoretical notion we use to descnbe "topics or themes, therefore, is that of 

rnacrostructures" (Van Dijk 30-3 1). After careful viewing of each of the sixty Minutes, it 

was possible to divide the senes into six categories based in macrostuctures or dominant 

thematic concerns. Looking again to Steele of the Mounties, the theme of 

anti-Americanism is reinforced through various audio and visual clues, such as the clothes 

the garnbler wears versus the red tunic of the Mounties, which in turn conjures up 

' See Appendix for a complete list of the Heritage Minutes and story descriptions. (page 
8 8) 



associations with the mapIe leaf flag. In this way, juxtapositions can cal1 up a latent grid 

of anti-Americanisrn which is also present in various other Minutes in the series, such as: 

Laura Secord, Sitting Bull, Basketball, Steel of the Mounties, Superman, Bluenose, and 

Jackie Robinson. 

Second order meanings are, in part, determined by the viewers persona1 

experience, which explains why "different [viewers] may find different information in the 

text more important, and therefore, we may expect at least slightly different summaries of 

a given text" (Van Dijk 33). While contextual analysis and the construction of thematic 

patterns is partly subjective, textual analysis provides systematic evidence that second 

order meanings are socially constnicted and shared by producers and viewers. This is 

dernonstrated by the Steele Minute's anti-Americanism in both the dialogue and the 

published descriptions mentioned above. 

Table 3 illustrates the six thematic divisions as determined by first and second 

order meanings. In Table 3, one finds that three themes are about equally represented in 

the Minutes with eight representations each. They are the themes which relate Canada's 

proximity to the U.S., its geography and regionalism, and its sociological characteristics. 

Three other themes, however, play a greater role in the construction of the Canadian 

identity. These are northerness and survivalism (ten mentions); Canada's role on the 

world stage (twelve mentions); and most irnportantiy, our French-Engiish colonial past 

(fourteen mentions). This chapter wiIl demonstrate the ways in which these themes 

construct various versions of the Canadian identity and the following chapter wiil draw 

some conchsions about the dominant and recessive thematic concerns. 



Table 3 

Thematic Patterns in the Heritage Minute Series 
(based on Kresl's Six Criteria for Canadian Studies) 

Northerness & Survivalism 

Saguenay Fire 
Trout 
Rural Teacher 
Soddie 
Midwife 
McClung 
Halifax Explosion 
Ernily Murphy 
Anes MacPhail 
Marion On- 

Total: 10 
Geography & Regionalism 

Tyrrell 
Sanford Fleming 
Marconi 
Winnie 
Myrnarn Hospital 
Inuksuk 
Emily Carr 
Le Reseau 

Total: 8 

Proximity to United States 

Laura Secord 
Sitting Bull 
Basketbali 
Steel of the Mounties 
Superman 
Bluenose 
Jackie Robinson 
Maurice Ruddick 

Total: 8 
Role on World Stage 

Paris Crew 
Valour Road 
Flanders 
Penfield 
Pauline Vanier 
John Humphrey 
Avro Arrow 
Marshall McLuhan 
Expo '67 
Water Pump 
Nat Taylor 
Casavant 

Total: 12 

French/ English Colonial 
Pas t 
John Cabot 
Narning of Canada 
Nicollet 
Frontenac 
Hart & Papineau 

1 Etienne Parent 
Baldwin & LaFontaine 
Victoria 
Les Voltigeurs 
La Bolduc 
B orduas 
Flags 
Jacques Plante 
Rocket Richard 

Total: 14 
Sociological 
Characteristics 
Peacemaker 
Vikings 
Sirop 
Orphans 
Nitro 
Louis Riel 
Bombardier 
Underground Railway 

Total: 8 



1. The True, Noah, Strong and Free? 

I'm on the last American exit to the northland. 
I'm on the last American exit to my homeland. 

The Tragically Hip 

The first symbolic theme which Kresl attributes to the ways in which the study of 

Canada has been framed, is by its emphasis on "northernness" (90). This reference to the 

'North' is associated with both the gmgraphicd reality of Canada and it d s o  refers to the 

social traits which accompany living amidst the "northemness." The image of Canada's 

wintry, white geography is a concept which is deeply embedded in the Canadian artistic 

psyche. In the introduction to Canadian Culture (1997), Elsbeth Cameron notes that 

"snowy landscapes, blizzards, igloos, icebergs, northern lights, etc. .. . weave in and out of 

Canadian artistic productions like a keen white thread" (12). Even in Canada's paviiion in 

the 1939 "World of Tomorrow" World Expo, the country "presented an impression of 

Canada as a Iargely unpopulated place full of scenic wonders." (Rutherford 267). These 

compelling images of the northern landscape, however, represent far more than a harsh 

environment. The imagery of northerness also seeks to represent the Canadian obsession 

with survival. 

In Sumival (1972), Margaret Atwood rnakes the statement that "every country or 

culture has a unifjing and informing symbol at its core.. . The symbol, then - be it a word, 

phrase, idea, image, or a11 of these - functions like a system of beliefs which holds the 

country together and helps the people in it to cooperate for common ends" (3 1). This 

argument, while adrnittedly oversimpIified, is corroborated by Karl Deutsch's mode1 for 

social communications as nationalism. For Atwood, this mode1 is extremely useful to 



examine the Canadian paradigm where the unifying symbol is sunrival. The survival 

thesis is rooted in its antithetical position to the Amencan uniQing symbol of the frontier, 

while American settlers conquered new territory and tarned the Wild West, Canadians 

stmggled with extemal and intemal obstacles, constantly preoccupied with "hanging on, 

staying dive" (Atwood 33). In The Wacousta Syndrome: ExpZorations in the Canadian 

Lcrngscnpe ( l988), Gaile McGregor suggests that the differences between a Canadian 

'survival' mentality and the Arnerican 'frontier' mentality are explained by the differences 

between a 'western' and a 'northern' frontier; "While the western frontier is simply a 

culturaUy defined interface,. . . it is vulnerability, not opportunity, that the [northern] 

frontier most often suggests in this country" (59,61). Atwood and McGregor agree that 

the American's romantic version of frontier Iife is superseded by the wildemess of the 

northern frontier. 

In the Heritage Min~ite senes, the CRB Foundation makes repeated use of the 

themes survivalism and northerness. This view. which associates Canadians with strong, 

northern people, tends to "identiQ the whole country with that region of it which 

contain[s] the fewest of her people" (Cameron 97). The Canadian ability to physically 

survive is iliustrated in several Minutes including Saguenay Fire, Soddie, and Midwre. 

The first vignette recounts the resilience of a Quebec rural farnily as they struggle to Save 

themselves and their farm anirnals from Quebec's devastating fire of 1870. Soddie depicts 

a Hungarian family building their first home frorn the same prairie sod they break to plant 

their crops. This Minute emphasizes the physical hardships encountered by the immigrant 

couple as the pregnant wife stumbles while struggling to constmct their new home. The 

third example of physical tenacity depicts a nineteenth century rnidwife forcing her way 



across the northern, snowy landscape to assist a rural community's mother-to-be. In each 

of these Minutes, the Canadian landscape is portrayed as an obstacle to survival. Indeed, 

from the voice-over in Saguenay Fire, we l e m  that this family was the only family to 

persevere in spite of the 1870 natural disaster. These Minutes perpetuate the notion that 

Our Canadian identity is rooted in an ability to overcome hardships, often physicai 

hardships caused by the 'northern' frontier. 

The Survival of Canada's Victims 

Atwood's interpretation of survival as a key symbol in Canadian nationalism is 

not simply relegated to survival of a physical hardship which results in security. There is 

also a sense of "intolerable anxiety.. . Our stories are likely to be tales not of those who 

made it but of those who made it back, from the awful experience - the North, the 

snowstorm, the sinking ship - that killed everyone else" (Atwood 33). In this way, there is 

little triurnph to be gained from the ordeal, perhaps only relief at overcoming the obstacle 

at hand. Atwood suggests that this facet of survivalism is related to a Canadian mentality, 

which she refers to as that of "a coIlective victim" (32). Thus, while in the Heritage 

Minute series the protagonists usualiy do survive, (the CRB would receive Little praise for 

spreading tales of defeat and faillire), the protagonists are also depicted as victims. 

The therne of victim-survival is apparent in many of the Heritage Minutes, 

especially in those which focus on women overcoming gender prejudices. In the Min~rtes 

Trout, McClung, and MacPhail, the three protagonists are initially introduced as victims 

to a white, male upper-class society. Trout portrays Jennie Trout's struggle against 



prejudice to become the first woman to practice medicine in Canada; McClung depicrs 

Nellie McClung's confrontation with Premier R.P.Roblin to win the right to vote for 

Manitoban women; and in McPhail, the Minure recails Canada's first female MP through 

a depiction of her contribution to the reform of the Canadian penal system. This thematic 

concern, women surviving despite their 'inferior' position, is represented in seven of the 

ten 'survivalism' Minutes. This emphasis evidences a thematic pattern which is 

müintained throughouc the series. 

Although these three women eventually "survive" despite blatant gender 

discrimination, Bruce Trigger suggests that these portrayais continue a pattern of women 

as victims who survive only by m e a s  of "hysterical behavior": "The McPhail and Trour 

sketches were particularly offensive . . . These portrayals, equating indignation with 

emotional outbursts . . . seem to have their roots in modem US soaps" (letter - Septernber 

16, 1992). For Trigger, rather than deconstructing gender barriers, these Minutes reinforce 

a double victim myrhology by portraying these pioneering wornen as being subordinate to 

both the males in Canadian society as well as its 'frontier' lifestyle 

The repeated use of a "first Canadian woman who ...," version of Canadian history 

was not only noticed by cntics. When historian John Thompson was approached with a 

script for the Emily Murphy Minute, his response mirrored that of Trigger. In a fax to Tom 

Axworthy, Thompson notes his misgivings for another woman-as-victim Minute: 

1 have reservations of how [the Minute] will play, and about ail of the 
structural similarïties to Trout, McClung, and MacPhail - ail of which are 
much stronger than this one. 1 worry that we're presenting too much of a 
'Great Woman" version of herstory. Don't Canadian women ever do 
anything except argue with Canadian men who are intolerable jackasses? 
Couldn't we find an example of men and women CO-operating to achieve 
some great goal? (Memo - November 7, 199 1). 



Eventually the Murphy script was altered to portray a rnuch more dignified approach to 

the Persons Case and the role of Emily Murphy. Although these Minutes present the 

female protagonists in a victimized light, 1 do not rnean to suggest that the achievements 

of the women in these specific Minutes are in themselves a failure. As Atwood notes of 

Canadian literature, "although negative stances towards theme and image predominate, 

there are examples of escapes, pos:tive changes, and revelations" (Atwood 42). Sirniiarly, 

although these Heritage MinuIes recreate a victim-survivor pattern, the women in these 

dramatized events do succeed in achieving positive change. 

The victim-survivor pattern, albeit in a more comedic form, is also reflected in the 

Minutes which relate the stories of Canadian 'underdogs.' These 'underdog' Minutes, 

such as Paris Crew, Basketball, or Jacques Plante, depict another type of victim to 

society, or in the words of Cameron and McGinnis, they feature the stones of Canadian 

"wimps." As CRB celebrates the achievements of would-be-losers, the Minutes support 

Atwood's theory which describes the Canadian mentality as that of a "collective victim." 

In Basketball, for instance, Canzdian Naismith invents one of the world's most popular 

sports, however, the "treatment of his invention of basketball makes a virtue of 

ineptitude7' (Cameron & McGinnis 14). Similarly, in Paris Crew, the voice-over jokes 

about the Canadian rowing team's "silly pink hats and red suspenders" before celebrating 

their victory over the well known Parisian and Oxford crews. Cameron and McGinnis 

suggest that Jacques Plante is the quintessential "wimp" hero; he is "celebrated for 

inventing the hockey mask - Le.., for refusing to take yet another puck in the face" (14). 

By exarnining the Heritage Minute texts, one discovers that the appearance of underdogs, 



"wimps," and even victimized heroes is a comrnon theme. The mentality of the 

"collective victim" is a thematic concem perpetuated by the CRB narrative of Canadian 

history, one which reappears in several different forms throughout the series. 

2. The United States of Canada 

If you're supposed to be anti someone you resemble so 
much, it makes for a kind of schizophrenia. 

former Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson Time 1967 
(Wall 248) 

Atwood's survivalism-victim theme closely adheres to the second criterion which 

Peter Kresl attributes to the study of Canada, a preoccupation with Canada's relations 

with the US. Canada's struggle to survive despite the cultural influences of foreign 

countries has existed since before Confederation. In an essay entitled, "Just a Minute of 

Your Time," Michael Peterman suggests that the cultural influences of foreign nations 

were once a source of pride: "We used to be colonial to the core, basking in the glory that 

was England and fascinated by the grandscale doings and bravado south of the border" 

(3). This pride, however, soon tumed to scom and "currently, the desire for pan-Canadian 

identity is usually framed as a negative response to American cultural domination, and 

echoes the rejection of British cultural domination by previous nationalist voices" 

(Rukszto 15 1). Despite Canadian attempts to negate American influences, as geographical 

neighbours to the United States, a country which unequivocally "dominates world trade 

(with an estimated 75% of television program exports)" (Hoskins Br McFadyen 4), 

Canada seems helpless in the face of cultural influences from south of the border. 



The term cultural imperialisrn, which was conceived in the 1960's dong with 

several other t e m s  of radical criticism, often mises when one examines the relationship 

between the United States and Canada. Although this hybrid term unites two words 

difficult to define in and of themselves, cultural imperialism is often defined as "the use 

of political and economic power to exalt and spread the values and habits of a foreign 

culture at the expense of a native cuIture" (Tomlinson 3). This definition is often 

contested for its assumption that economic factors play a more central role in affecting 

people's points of view than foms of culture. More recent research focuses on culture as 

"essentially a signiQing system [which] has inclined rnuch of the discourse of cultural 

irnperiaiism towards a focus on the mass media, which are generally seen as the most 

important set of signiQing practices in modem societies" (Tomlinson 6) .  This more recent 

interpretation of cultural irnperialism is more relevant to the Canadian paradigm 

especially in the context of Deutsch's mode1 for nationalism as social communications 

(1966). 

In a publication entitled The CRB: The First Decade, Creative Director Patrick 

Watson suggests that the Heritage Minutes respond directly to the media imperialism of 

the United States. Watson claims that the cultural imperialisrn of the United States has 

had detrimental effects on the attempts of Canadians to form shared rnemories and rnyths, 

the comrnon set of meanings which unite a people: 

Unlike its massive neighbour, the United States - whose cultural presence 
throughout tht: world exceeds that of any other, and whose constant 
outpourings of national mythology have been surging across the Canadian 
border since the earliest days of television - Canadians have not been given 
to making popular myths about their heroes and passages. We know more 
about the great figures of Arnerican exploration, industry, and culture than 
about Our own". (Kelly 14). 



Although Canada presently attempts to prevent this Arnericanization of Canadian culture 

with antimonopoly policies and the CRTC's Canadian content regulations, many cultural 

critics suggest that the damage has already been done. Even with this support in place, 

Canadians watch fifteen tirnes more American broadcasting than their own television 

programs and with recent federal funding cuts to Canadian arts programs, many argue that 

"if Canada stops supporting its culture, it will be endangering its survival as an 

independent nation" (Henighan 3). While this da im seems a vdid concern in light of 

overwhelming American influences, Reid Gilbert suggests that this claim is based in 

paranoia and the "collective victim" mentdity, Gilbert suggests that cultural cntics, like 

Henighan and Patrick Watson, "take the cornparison literally and assume that Canada's 

differences are deficiencies. By seeking absolute values and a defined mythos in Canadian 

culture, they are effectiveiy imposing an American ideology on the Canadian experience" 

(Gilbert 19). Gilbert suggests instead, that the influence of American media benefits the 

Canadian psyche by providing a recognizable criterion in terms of which the "difference" 

between Canadians and Americans c m  be articulated. 

The cultural and media influences of the United States may seem to disrnantle 

efforts to establish a unified Canadian identity, however, as Gilbert points out, Arnerican 

influences are essentid to knowing the Canadian nation. Indeed, Frank Underhill notes 

that "Canadians are the world's oldest and continuing anti-Americans" (Lipsetl6 1) and it 

is through this constant tension between the US and Canada, that Canada becomes clmrer 

about its own identity. In this way, "Canada is constituted by a process of reflexive 

realization, whereby it comes to know itself, and becomes knowable and recognizable, in 



its returning from encounters with otherness" (Keohane 17). The relationship between 

Canadian popular culture and American popular culture has been sirnilarly defined: 

The reiationship is both symbiotic and dialectic. Symbiotically, Canadian 
popular culture needs its Amencan partner as an ambiguous and reversible 
opposite. Dialectically, Canadian popular culture imposes a particular 
construction on the United States and then defines and redefines itself in 
ternis of arnbivalently held differences. (Manning 9) 

This complex relationship between the United States and Canada is illustrated by severai 

of the Heriruge Minutes. 

In the Heritage Minute Basketball, the CRI3 brings to the screen a Me-known fac t 

about the invention of one today's most popular sports. Ontario-born and 

McGill-educated James Naismith is credited with the invention of basketball, a sport he 

devised in order to challenge his physical education class during the long winter months. 

In this drarnatized historical moment, we witness its inventor fxst nail peach baskets to 

the gymnasium balconies and suddenly realize the need to remove the bottom of the 

basket. Much of the pleasure to be gained from this Minute resides in the delight in 

realizing that a Canadian invented one of the most popular sports in the United States. 

Cameron and McGinnis suggest that this Minute exemplifies "the use the series rnakes of 

keen anti-Americanism" (14), a key ideology in the construction of Canadian identity. In 

Basketball, one of Naismith's American gym students rernarks, "What is this? Some kind 

of Canadian joke!" This remark explicitly refers to the paradox of the Canadian identity 

that the integnty of the identity is dependent upon the identification of what it is not. This 

reference to the dialectical relationship between the US and Canada is indeed part of the 

narrative of the Canadian identity and part of a pattern which reoccurs throughout the 

Minutes and throughout much of Canadian popular culture. 



The anti-Americanism implied in Basketball is recognizable in several more of the 

Minutes; Underground Railroad and Maurice Ruddick analogize Canadian tolerance with 

Arnerican racisrn, Sitting Bull recounts the Sioux Chiers decision to remain in Western 

Canada with the RCMP that treat him with respect rather than retum to the United States, 

and Steele of the Morrrzties reveals a chastened Amencan garnbler as he recalls eviction 

from the Yukon by Superintendent Sam Steele. In each of these Minutes, the CRI3 makes 

use of the dialectic reiationship as it constructs identities grounded on cornparisons 

between the neighbouring nations. These same Minutes also demonstrate a defensive 

stance whereby Canadians "tend to turn their marginality vis-a-vis the United States [and 

sense of being the 'underdog'] into a smug sense of moral superiority" (Carneron 10). 

Gilbert suggests that Canadian culture is based "in the Canadian psyche over which a 

daily exchange with American cuIture is superimposed" (Manning 18). As a culture 

without a clear set of boundaries, American popular culture provides reference points 

from which Canadian culture may differ. 

Another Herirnge Minute which bases its entertainment value on this complex 

relationship between the United States and Canada is Superman, a Minute which looks at 

Toronto cartoonist Joe Shuster explaining the comic book hero he created. Heritage 

Project historian John Thornpson suggests that the irony involved with this episode "is 

delicious: America's #1, quintessential superhero was created by a Jewish Canadian from 

Toronto" (Memo - January 20, 199 1). Canadian author Mordecai Richler goes even 

fürther to suggest that Superman's alter-ego, Clark Kent exemplifies the Canadian 

identi ty: 



The most significant factor [in understanding Superman] is the Canadian 
psyche. Superman was conceived by Toronto-born Joe Shuster, who 
originally worked not for  the Daily Planet but for a newspaper called The 
Star, modelled on the Toronto Star. This makes his assumed identity of 
bland Clark Kent not merely underrtandable but artistically inevitable. 
Kent is the archetypal Canadian WASP, superficially nice, self-effacing, 

but within whom there burns a hate-ball, a would-be avenger with 
superhuman powers, a smasher of bridges, a breaker of skyscrapers, a 
potential ravisher of wonder woman. And (may those who have scoffed at 
Canadian culture in the past, please take note) a universal hero. (Memo - 
January 20, 199 1). 

The Supemzan Miffrtte assures that the audience is aware of the ironic historical situation 

as Lois calls to the young Torontonian, "Honestly, you Canadian kids!" (Supeman 

Minute). Superman, in addition to the other seven Minutes categorized as part of the 

anti-American macrostructure, evidences a reference to American culture which act as a 

"cornrnon set of meanings" upon which Canadians may rely for a notions of nationdism. 

What Border? 

Karl Deutsch's analysis of social communications as nationalism lends a certain 

irony to Canada's fierce nationalism when it cornes to the United States. In an effort to 

maintain national bonds despite our geographical, cultural, and Iinguistic barriers, 

Canadians have corne to rely on symbolic structures supported by modem 

communications. The advances in the modem communications industry, however, and the 

ability of communication technology to distort time and space boundaries adds a new 

twist to the nationalism case. These accusations of American cultural imperialism have 

lately been pushed aside by the globalization debate 



The border between Canada and the US becomes increasingly irrelevant as 

certainties and frameworks of identity are called into question in a world of disrupted 

communities and dissolving boundaries. "Nationalism is waning," is the prediction for 

Our increasingly postmodern global cornmunity. In the introduction to their book 

Nntionalism, John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith forecast a gnm h te  for the nation: 

A number of scholars have discerned signs that we are moving into a 
'post-national' era, dorninated by the globalizing forces of an international 
division of labour, transnational companies, great power blocs, an ideology 
of mass consumerism, and the growth of vast networks of 
communications- In the face of these massive 'movements of history,' 
ethnic conflicts and nationalism are becoming a secondary concern and 
increasingly irrelevant. (1 1) 

Existing among these now-international tensions, notions of continuity and histoncity of 

identity are repeatedly challenged by the intensity of global cultural confrontations. As 

one examines the difficulty associated with defining a distinctly Canadian identity arnong 

already-prevalent American influences, one is now confronted by a discourse of 

transnationalisrn and globalization. The cultural significance of an artifact such as the 

CRB's Heritage Minute becomes increasingly important to maintain a sense of national 

identity surrounded by globalizing forces. 

3. Our French-English Colonial Past 

A discussion of the French-English relations in the Canadian narrative is a suitable 

follow-up to an examination of the relationship between the US and Canada: "In a sense 

both English and French Canadians have sirnilar objectives, to protect two tiny minority 

cultures from being absorbed by more powerfil neighbours" (Lipset 161). A discussion of 



this theme is aiso related to the examination of the victim-survival theme in Canadian 

culture. John Ralston Saül suggests that this victimology complex crosses both language 

and territory boders: "Toronto blames the United States. The West blarnes the East. 

Francophones blarne anglophones. Northern Ontario blames Toronto. Newfoundland 

blames Quebec and, thanks to a separate issue, Quebec blames Newfoundland" (Saull7). 

This survivd-victim pattern is one aspect of Canadian nationalism which both French and 

English speaking Canadians ho!a in common. The Heritage Minuteï, depict the 

French-English relations in three ways, each one hoping to discredit any beiief that 

Quebec and French-speaking Canadians are victimized by the rest of Canada. 

Explorers, leaders, and fools 

When one examines the Heritage Minutes for its depiction of Our French and 

English colonial pasts, this macrostnicture or thematic pattern makes up the largest of the 

six categories. This total irnplies that the CRB is dedicated towards ensuring the voice of 

French-Canadians in the construction of the Canadian narrative. This group of Minutes, 

however, is split into three categories; it is divided among those which depict coIonial 

leaders humourousIy, those which ernphasize cooperation between Our two founding 

peoples, and those which provide images of Quebec. In the first, the CRB illustrates the 

foundations of the French and English in Canada by featunng Minutes on the Europeans 

who assisted in the exploration of Canada. Naming of Canada dramatizes one explanation 

of how Canada may have received its name during Jaques Cartier's first meeting with the 

Iroquois people and Nicoller illusuates explorer Jean Nicollet's futile search for the Asian 



Sea which instead added Lake Michigan to European maps. A third Minute which focuses 

on Canada's colonial past recalls the role of Frontenac in Canadian history. This Minute 

set in 1690 portrays the fortitude of Governor Frontenac and the people of New France as 

they rebel an Anglo-American invasion. 

Although these Minutes hopes to establish the significance of Our French colonial 

past, each one is presented with self-deprecatory humour. As Cameron and McGinnis 

point out, "The Narning of Canada is presented as a joke in one Minute, the discoverer 

Nicollet as an idiot in another [and] the episode on Frontenac is a broad burlesque" (14). 

Notes from a story meeting in 1990 indicate that the working group thought "humour is 

the best way to lighten pomposity" (Memo - November 23, 1990). In theseMinutes, 

however, humour makes Iight of the French colonial influence on the Canadian narrative. 

This less than serious approach to Canada's colonial past, is also obvious in its 

representation of its English colonial past. In one of the only Minutes which refers to the 

British Commonwealth, "Victoria's granting of Responsible Government parodies a Red 

Rose Tea ad" (Carneron gt McGinnis 14). The CRB7s texts portray a Canadian narrative 

which, through comedy, distances itself from both its French and English colonial pasts. 

French and English Cooperation 

Throughout examples of the Canadian culture industry and state policies, the 

'"Canadian identity' [has corne] to be imagined in relation to the British-French division" 

(Rukszto 52). The second way in wtzich theHeritage Minutes approach our dualistic past 

is illustrated by Minutes which are concerned with the reconciliation of this traditional 



division between English and French speaking Canadians. These Minutes are treated with 

much more seriousness than those of Our colonial past, however, as historian John 

Thompson observes, "Such stories, alas, are not available in abundance" (Memo - June 

28, 1990). The most prominent Minutes which emerged out of this cooperation theme 

include Hart & Papineau, Etienne Parent, and Baldwin & Lajùnraine. Hart & Papineau 

traces the path towards religious tolerance in Quebec in the early nineteenth century. 

Etienne Parent drarnatizes the young journalist writing editorials calling for mutual 

tolerance between English and French speaking Canadians from his prison ce11 in 1838. 

The third Minute, Baldwin & Lafontaine, demonstrates French and English cooperation as 

Lafontaine seeks election in Toronto and goes on to achieve democratic reforms for ail of 

Canada. 

Although each of these Minutes highlight an instance of French and English 

cooperation in Canadian history, they fail to represent an inclusive narrative of French and 

English speaking Canadians. When historian John Thompson was contacted with regard 

to future Minutes which would focus on this therne, his response was less than 

enthusiastic: "Because Canada is a country built upon what academics cal1 'elite 

accommodation,' almost al1 such storks will be political stones involving pairs of 

bourgeois males who cooperated to dominate Canadian politics" (Memo - June 28, 1990). 

Baldwin & Lafontaine and Hart & Papineau are each examples of this bourgeois 

domination. In an effort to provide another story line, one which emphasized cooperation 

of the two colonial forces without excluding social class, Thornpson suggested a Minute 

which would focus on "The Knights of Labour." This non-elite story had the additional 

advantage of including the missing labour theme which chronicles the soiidarity between 



English-Protestant workers in Toronto and French-Catholic labourers in Montreal during 

a streetcar strike in 1886. Despite the efforts of the historians to "subvert'" the thematic 

structure of the Minrites, a Minute of French and English cooperation about working class 

people and issues was never produced. There are also no existing Minutes which 

demonstrate the cooperation of French and English speaking women or of Canadian 

rninority groups. 

Images of Quebec Province 

A third way in which Kresl's criterion for a preoccupation with Our 

French-English colonial past is documented in the Heritage Minutes is through a focus on 

Quebec. These Minutes demonstrate that Quebec plays a Iirnited role in the C m ' s  

Canadian narrative. So as not to provoke widespread controversy, these Minutes tend to 

focus on sports and entertainment events. Each of the hockey Minutes, Jacques Plante 

and Rocket Richard, are set in Quebec and the series7 only basebal1 sketch, the Jackie 

Robinson Minute, also takes place in Montreal. Retuming to the CRI3 commissioned 

Goldfarb survey of 199 1, these superficial glimpses into the role of Quebec in Canadian 

history did not go unnoticed. The survey findings for French Canadian viewers suggested 

that "Jacques Plante can be perceived as a 'token French-Canadian hero,' implying that 

Quebeckers' feats take place in ' rninor' fields" (Goldfarb 1991). 
~ 

"1 mean they did have a vision. And sometimes some of us worked as best we could to 
subvert it. And sometimes we were called to task on it and couldn't subvert it. You'll 
notice for instance, there are no real Minutes about the working class." (Interview with 
John Thompson - March 23, 1999) 



Other Minutes set in French-speaking Canada include La Bold~tc and Borduas. La 

Bolduc depicts the first recording session of Mary Travers, the young woman whose 

songs cheered les Quebecois during the Depression. While at Ieast this Minute focuses on 

a non-athletic aspect of French-Canadian life, it hardly depicts the contribution of French 

Canadians to the Canadian narrative. The only Minute which is set in Quebec and shows 

some political significance is Borduas. This Minute reveals Pau l -Ede  Borduas, 

Quebec's voice of the Quiet Revohtion, painting in his studio and reflecting on the 

impact of his art and writings. In the C m ' s  effort to avoid controversial portrayals of 

French-Canadians, these Minutes selected artistic and athletic achievements for 

recognition. 

4. Geography from Sea to Sea 

The fourth thematic structure which Kresl has found in the depiction of Canadian 

history and culture is a preoccupation with geography. Academics in both Canadian 

history and Canadian literature suggest that Canada's vast geographical redity plays an 

important role in the country's sense of unity and identity, There are important 

distinctions between the two. While the former is national in scope, Northrop Frye argues, 

"the question of Canadian identity.. . is not a 'Canadian' question at d l ,  but a regional 

one" (WestfalI335). This ernergent sense of regionalisrn is hardly a surprising facet of the 

Canadian narrative; that the geographical concems and inspirations of someone living on 

Prince Edward Island would differ drastically from those of someone residing in Calgary, 

Alberta seems natural. Bronfman suggests, "If some countries have too rnuch history, 



Canada has too much geography" (Kelly 8) and regional self-definition is inevitable for a 

country which covers almost ten million square kiIometres. 

In order to better understand the relationship between a broader Canadian 

narrative and regionalism. this term must be defined. William Westfall suggests that in 

order to define regionalism, history and literature have relied "upon two long standing 

themes in Canadian schoIarship: the impact of the physicd environment and the 

metropolitan- hinterland relationship" (336). Although this approach allows one to divide 

Canada into Atlantic, Central, prairie, and Pacific regions, this definition neglects the way 

in which the discipline of geography uses this term. Often these divisions are not 

sufficiently precise and descriptions like 'Maritimer' and 'Quebecker' further complicate 

an understanding of regionalisrn. 

The Hentage Project, like Frye, recognizes the "tension between a political feeling 

of unity and a host of regional identities" (Westfall336). Thus while the Heritage 

Minutes hope to "instill in al1 Canadians a sense of pride and belonging" (Merno - January 

24, 199 1) and unite Canadian people, the role of regionalism receives little attention. 

Soddie and EtniZy Carr, two of the Minutes which focus on regional geography, are linked 

thematically to unity. Earlier, this chapter discussed Soddie and its use of the survival 

therne as it depicts a Hungarian farnily adapting to their new Pioneer life on the prairies. 

Although this Minute is geographically concemed with the prairies, regionalism is 

downplayed and the pioncer's contribution to a broader Canadian narrative is established. 

Similarly, Ernily Carr is a Minute which seems to focus on the influence of regionalism. 

Carr portrays the artistic evolution of the BC painter and her lifelong cornmitment to her 

muse. Although Carr's artistic inspiration is obviously connected with her geographical 



location, the Haida region of BC, the voice-over reminds the audience not of this 

regionalism but of the broader Canadian narrative: In the Minute, the audience hears 

C m ' s  nationalistic thoughts, "This is my country. What 1 want to express is here and I 

love it" (Emily Carr Mirzute). The CRB uses the regionalism theme to establish a broader 

unifying pattern. 

Unity Despite Geography 

Throughout most of the Heritage Minutes, regional differences are presented as 

geographical obstacles to be overcome. Rather than celebrating the regional distinctions 

of the country's geography, the CRB celebrates the engineers and inventors whose visions 

supersede these physicai barriers, The Sir Sanford Fleming Minute and the Reseau Minute 

iliustrate this pattern. Sir Sanfard Fleming follows the incredible career of the nineteenth 

century engineer who planned three railways and pIayed a piwtal role in the internationai 

adoption of standard cime. The voice-over in the Fleming Minute reveals the CRBys 

underlying concern with a unified nation; While constructing the railroad, FIeming 

remarks to a group of investors, "We're not just building a railroad, gentleman. We are 

building a country!" (Fleming Minute). In a similar vein, the Reseau Minute recalls the 

vision of Beli Canada's Thomas Eadie, whose detennination Ied to the tram-Canada 

microwave network, which began to carry television broadcasts and telephone d i s  across 

the country in 1958. This Minute makes repeated visual references to a Canadian map and 

the ability of the microwîve networks to cover the nation, "from one end of the country to 



the other" (Le Researï MNzrrte). The efforts of individuals to overcome geographical 

obstacles is repeatedly celebrated throughout the series. 

In her book The Ccrnadiarz Posttnodem, Linda Hutcheon describes one of the 

inherent dialectical oppositions of the Canadian identity as she defines Canada "as a 

country whose articulation of its narionai identity has sprung from regiorzalist impulses (4 

- emphasis in original). The texts of the CRB tend to define the Canadian nation as a 

country whose articulation of its national identity has sprung from its ability to overcome 

regionalist impulses. Even those Minutes which celebrate regional characteristics (Le.. 

Soddie, Enziiy Carr), are contextualized within a broader Canadian nanative. 

5. The Canadian on the World Stage 

The fifth thematic pattern which marks a text as part of the Canadian historicai 

discourse is related to the way in which Canada is portrayed on the worid stage. This 

portrayal is often conceived of in a comparative context to that of the United States. 

Despite strong cultural similiulties, Canada tends to be represented as a more peaceful, 

law-abiding people than their power-wielding Amencan neighbours. Cultural critics such 

as Atwood and McGregor suggest that this representation is related to the ways in which 

Canadians have rejected the American frontier mythology, the cultural hero, and the 

revolution. S.M. Lipset lends support to this theory and suggests that the two countries 

rely on distinct founding principles: "Canadian national identity is clearly not bound up 

with the ideology of n successful revolution or a dramatic political movement. Rather, as 

we have seen, Canadian identity is the produc t of a victorious counterrevolution ..." 



(Lipset 161). This counterrevolution ideology is reflected in the Heritage Minute series by 

the ways in which Canadians are represented by choosing collective heroes over 

individual men or women and the celebration of cooperation over confrontation. The 

CRB's thematic concern with the Canadian role on the world stage is discovered in 

several of the Heritcrge Mi~zutes. 

Collective Heroes 

The Heritage Minute entitled Valour Road dramatizes the heroism of three 

Canadian soldiers who received the Victoria Cross for their efforts in World War 1. 

Although sixty-nine Canadian soldiers received this honour, by coincidence each of these 

three men, Corporal Leo Clarke, Sergeant-Major Frederick William Hall, and Lieutenant 

Robert Shankland, lived on the same Street in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Minute describes 

the brave duties of each man and concludes by illustrating how Pine Street, home to these 

soldiers, was renamed Valour Road in their honour. Although this Heritage Minute 

celebrates the personal courage of these three men, it is quick to mention that these are 

only three of the 50,000 young Canadians who gave their lives in the Great War. The 

Minclte seeks to unite the soldiers, even if only by their common locale in Canada, rather 

than celebrate each man as an individual hero. 

Cameron and McGinnis suggest that the Minutes' grouping together of the 

Victoria Cross recipients is a common Canadian pattern: "Canadian heroes differ 

fundamentally from American heroes. While 'theirs' is the Iarger-than-life aggressive 

individualist, 'ours' is more appropriately dubbed a protagonist and is as likely as not to 



be a member of a collective" (Cameron & McGinnis 12). In the Valo~rr Road Minute, the 

weaving together of these separate vignettes replaces individual identity with group 

validation. This celebration of the collective is illustrated in several other Minutes; 

Sagrrenny Fire reveals a family working together to Save themselves from a catastrophe, 

"Rrrral Sclzool Teoclier- shows a young wornan win her point through nurturing 

consensus" (Cameron & McGinnis L2), and Juckie Robinson ihstrates the group 

acceptance of Montrealers, as tixy welcome the first African-American player in the 

history of organized baseball. The CRB's texts construct a Canadian archetype which 

promotes unanirnity over individual heroism. 

Mountie Syndrome 

A second way in which the CRB portrays the Canadian on the world stage, is in 

the role of the law-abiding peacekeeper. This portrayal, again, rnay be examined in 

cornparison to Arnerican representations: "The archetypal scene south of the border rnight 

show the lone hero confronting his foes at high noon; but a typical scene in Canadian 

fiction shows the American desperado surrendenng his six-shooter at the quiet, firrn 

cornmand of a Canadian Mountie" (McGregor 6 1). This scenario is repkated almost 

identically in the Heritage Minute entitled Steele of the Mourzties. Steele looks in on a 

chastened American gambler as he recails his eviction from the Yukon by Superintendent 

Sam SteeIe during the 1898 Klondike Gold Rush. Without touching his holster, Steele 

represents the triumph of the law over the chaos of a gunwielding American 'hero.' 



Cameron and McGinnis suggest that contrary to Marshall McLuhan, ''the medium 

is not the message. Skillful manipulation of imagery engages us in these Canadian 

concepts and subliminally suggests other patterns that we espouse" (14). These cultural 

critics suggest that the pattern "evolution is better than revolution" is reflected throughout 

the series. This therne, for instance, shows up in the Heritage Minute aptly entitled 

Peacrkeepirzg. This Minrrte portrays the beginnings of United Nations peacekeeping and 

reveals that Lester B. Pearson rzceived the Nobel Peace Pïize for hia contribution to w0ri.i 

peace processes. The Minute depicts a Canadian peacekeeper intervening to prevent riots 

amidst a Greek-Turkiçh conflict in Cyprus. The peacekeeper in this Minute demonstrates 

the same drive towards compromise over conflict that one finds in Steele of the Mounties. 

The episodes Sitting Bull and Peacemaker also demonstrate a Canadian narrative 

concerned with compromise and discussion. These patterns which represent Canada's role 

on the world stage act as one of the "cornrnon sets of meaning" for Canadian nationdism. 

6. Mosaic vs MeIting Pot 

The final criterion which Kresl attributes to Canadian historical reconstructions is 

the preoccupation with the sociological foundations of Canada. The CRB texts draws 

attention to Canada's sociological foundations by focusing on our multiple founding 

fathers and by examining the arriva1 of immigrants. Canadian Studies academic Katarzyna 

Rukszto suggests that these facets of our sociological foundation construct the dominant 

narrative of the Canadian identity which, "in its most superficial rendition [exists] as 

'unity of out of many differences."' (Rukszto 150). This 'unity out of differences' mode1 



is often described by the model of a Canadian cultural mosaic in cornparison to the 

Amencan model of the cultural melting pot. Today, however, culturai critics suggest that 

this distinction distorts the intentions of native Canadians, "most of whom, until the 

19407s, were almost as anxious to 'Cznadianize' immigrants as native Arnericans were to 

'Americanize' them, although Canadians were less able to define a norrn of assimilation" 

(Palmer 173). The maintenance of ethnicity in the two countries is far too complicated to 

be sufficiently defined by the melting pot/mosaic contrast, however, it is true that Canada 

has "a greater wiIlingness to accept immigrants" (Palmer 171). This ethnic tolerance is 

less out of a desire to promote multicultural pluralism, however, and more a response to a 

low population growth rate and pragmatic policies concerned with economic growth and 

nation-buiIding. Despite this political reality, the Heritage Minules series attempts to 

perpetuate the mosaic image as it depicts a country founded on pluralism and maintained 

with the support of immigrants. 

Founding Father(s) 

The Heritage MNzutes celebrate Canada's rnuItiple sociological foundations with 

depiction of settlement by three distinct peoples and their encounters with the Native 

populations. In the Mincrte Vikings, the audience l e m s  of the destruction and the 

discovery, nine centuries later, of a Norse settlement at L'Anse aux Meadows, 

Newfoundland. Unfortunately, although this Minute succeeds in accrediting Norse people 

with the first European landing in North America, the Minute depicts a Native raid of the 

Norse settiement. As Bruce Trigger notes, this "portrayal of senseless violence by Indians 



against white settlers strength[ens] old biases" (letter - Sept 16, 1992). In fact, most of the 

Minutes which depict Canadian relations with the country's native population, tend to 

reflect traditional historical preconceptions. There are no Minutes which focus on the 

native leaders who have fought for the rights of their people from the 1600's to the 

present day. The texts of the CRB construct a narrative which excludes the achievements 

and heroes of the Native population, thus continuing to ignore those who were here before 

colonization, a fact which is also reflected in traditional Canadian history. 

Several of the Heritage Minutes focus on Our European founding fathers. There 

are Minutes which depict the arriva1 of Jacques Cartier, John Cabot, and Jean Nicollet. As 

demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the imperid leanings of these figures are tnvialized 

as the Minutes portray the colonizing forces as humorous characters. By making light of 

each of Canada's "founding fathers," the texts of the C m  avoid controversial depiction of 

Our colonial past. 

Immigration to Canada 

Another way in which the Heritage Minutes depict the country's sociological 

foundations is through the Minutes which describe immigration to Canada. The Orpharts 

Minute depicts one of the many French-Canadian families who adopted Irish children 

orphaned during the voyage to Canada. This Minute implies that immigrants have made a 

significant contribution to Canadian politics as "the names used in the Minute have al1 

been present in the recent Quebec cabinets: O'Neill, Ryan, and Johnson" (Memo - March 

18, 199 1). The Undergrocmd Railroad and Soddie also exemplify the multicultural 



acceptance of Canadians, ("We're free! We're in Canada now" - Underground Railroad 

Minute) and the strengths that these immigrants have brought to the country. 

Despite perpetuating the 'cultural mosaic' mode1 with Minutes such as Orphnns 

and Unciergrottnd Railroad, the CRB also brings to light one of the darker moments in the 

Canadian narrative. The Minute Nitro takes viewers to a CPR construction site in 1880's 

British Columbia. The Miluire depicts a young Chinese worker risking his life to place a 

dangerous nitroglycerin charge in a tunnel in return for his wife's boat fare to Canada. 

Although the protagonist survives the blast, the Minute concludes on an ominous note: 

"They say, there is one dead Chinese person for every kilometer of the railway" QVitro 

Mirrute). Ln an interview, historian John Thompson suggests that although this Minute 

focuses on the working class, the class of the protagonist is undemiined by his ethnicity. 

The Minute also fictionalizes the dramatic ending: 

You see the reason he's going into the tunnel is not because he's a worker, 
he's going into the tunnel because he's Chinese. Then of course, there's 
the triumphal ending where we have the older Chinese man talking with 
his granddaughters. There's a Minure that, for example, has a story but 
had to be fictionalized so that we could have the drarnatic ending. f did not 
find evidence of one single worker surviving such a blast. But ... he had to 
survive. Originally 1 had the story being told by his daughter to the 
granddaughters. Patrick Watson said, quite correctly that in one minute we 
could not fil1 up the continuity. (interview - March 23, 1999) 

Nitro is one of the few Minutes which does not end on a celebratory note. Despite the 

melancholy conclusion, the Mintrte does emphasize the significance of the Chinese 

railway workers to the construction of Canada's communication network and to the 
* 

construction of the Canadian nation. 



Kresl's Six Themes in the Construction of the Heritage Minutes 

As this chapter has shown, there are several themes which echo throughout the 

Heritage Minute senes as the CRB creates narratives with which Canadian viewers might 

identify. Multiculturalism, the exploration and settlement of Canada, the achievements of 

immigrants to this nation, and Frenc WEnglish relations are comrnon motifs in the series. 

The thematic concerns raised by Kresl's analysis of Canadian history is merely one way in 

which the recumng themes may be exarnined. TheHerirage Minutes also attempt to bring 

to light the often unknown heroes, innovators, athletes, and artists in Canadian history 

while presenting a country founded by peacekeeping, survivalism, and equality. Although 

most of these themes are ideally the founding pnnciples of any nation, what is fascinating 

about this series is the way in which these thematic structures are manifested. "Canadian 

audiences," argue Cameron and McGinnis, "are destined to read the MNirrtes in a 

culturally conditioned mannery* (12). Cuiturally conditioned, because the patterns of 

survival, victimization, and mu1ticulturaIism etc.. perpetuate the "common set of 

meanings" upon which the narrative of Canadian nationalism has becorne established. 

The next chapter seeks to understand the influence of the Heritage Minutes and their 

"comrnon set of meanings" on the discourse of Canadian nationalism. 



IV: Chapter Three 
"An Image in A Mirror": The Framing of the Canadian Identity 

Recipe for a Canadian Novel 
(After Cyrian Norwid) 

Ingredients: one tndian 
one Mountie, one Eskirno, 
one Doukhobor. 

Drop in exotic and tangy 
place names - Toronto, 
Saskatoon, Hudson Bay. 

Add: one srnaII-town whore For distinctive flavour: 
two thousand miles of wheat, garnish with maple leaves. 
one Farmer impotent and bent. Mix, then Ieave. 

His fair-haired daughter too, Dice in one Confederation poet 
then a Laurentian mountain complete with verse 
and a Montreal Jew. (remove mold first). 

Include aIso, a young pet 
with a dying pet, 
and a mortgage unrnet. 

Should this Sour, sweeten 
with maple symp - 
French-Canadian even, 

but dilute, if foreign 
to the taste. 
Stir, until beaten. 

To prepare the sauce: 
paragraphs of bad prose 
that never seem to stop. 

Bring to a simmer, 
but avoid a boil. 
Pour, place in oven, bake. 

John Robert Colombo 
(Kuester 1995, p. 19-20) 

The Constructed Nationalism of the Heritage Minutes 

SIice or leave whole. 
Serves twenty million al1 told - 
when cold. 

The introduction to this thesis opened with an epigraph from Germaine 

Warkentin's "An Image in a Mirror" which inquired, "With what are we to identify 

ourselves?" This is not the only question which Canadians have faced with reluctance: In 



a Constitutional consultation exercise in 199 1, Keith Spicer wrote that "Canada is dying 

of ignorance" (Axworthy 1997)- In this remark, Spicer was refemng to a series of polls 

which dernonstrated that Canadian citizen's were unfamiliar with many aspects of 

Canadian history. In his address to the Winnipeg Canadian Club in 1997, Thomas 

Axworthy, Executive Director for the CRB Foundation, in turn, commented on Spicer's 

lament: 

Spicer is nght - by and large we are ignorant of our past. It is well-known 
that conquering marauders often eradicate historical monuments and relics 
to destroy connectedness of their subjects with their past or they wipe out 
the intellectuals who remember too much. But no conquering marauder 
has assassiwted memory in Canada. We have done it to ourselves. It is a 
self-inflicted wound. (Axworthy 1997) 

According to Axworthy, Canadians are unable to find anything with which they may 

identiQ because they do not seern to share a comrnon memory or unique narrative of 

Canadian history. In his response, Axworthy suggests that "historical monuments," 

memones, and other symbols are needed to unite a people. This notion of national 

identification is rerniniscent of Karf Deutsch's ( 1953) investigation into the meanings of 

Canadian nationalism. At this time, Deutsch established three stimuii for the rise of 

nationalism in Canada: "the rise of industrialism" which celebrated successful group 

alignments; the "complementarity of acquired social and economic preferences," and 

thirdly, the "cornplementaïity of communications habits" (75). In later research, 

Nationttlisrn and Social Conzrnurzication ( 1 %6), Deutsch further explores the 

communications aspect and concluded, "By material signais, symbols, devices, and 

institutions, it makes many mernbers of that people explicitly aware of their membership 

at a time wl-ien other, non-national changes make . . . group membership increasingly 



important to individuaIsW (Deutsch 152). The CRB Foundation aspires to fulfill Deutsch's 

cal1 for action by reconstructing a common set of historical events which are designed to 

make Canadians "explicitly aware of their membership7'(Memo - January 24, 199 1). 

In Paul Rutherford's examination of Canadian nationalism, "Made in America: 

The Problem of Mass Culture in Canada," he concludes that, "entertainment, sports, news 

and views, and advertising are among the most important things a people can share" 

(261). If wr accept ihis theory, .he Heritage Minute series is an exemplary form of 

nation-building communication. Much like the adverùsing cornmercials they resemble, 

the Minutes "foster that community of discourse and interest necessary, according to Karl 

Deutsch and other theorists, to support a separate national existence" (Rutherford 26 1). 

Whether the Minutes are considered to be historicdty accurate or considered inclusive of 

al1 Canadians, is irrelevant to their role as a nation-building communications discourse. 

The Minutes do succeed in encouraging the growth of one type of national interpretation 

by establishing a "community of discourse" for Canadians. 

The widespread acceptance of the Heritage MNlures series by Canadians is 

demonstrated by the influence the senes bas had on Canadian popular culture. Various 

CBC programmes have demonstrated CRB7s impact across the country. The Royal 

Canadian Air Farce, a popular political-comedy programme, has spoofed many of the 

Minutes over the last decade. The satincal programme, This Horir has Twenv-Two 

MEzutes, and Labatt's beer commercials have also mirnicked the senes. Even more 

viewers are reached through the privately sponsored parody of the series on the Cornedy 

Network. Under the heading "Sacrilege Minutes," this satincal series is almost identical 

to the original series, except for minor twists in plots which leave the audience both 



shocked and laughing. Each of these spoofs indicates the sweeping adoption of the series 

into Canadian popular culture and thus into the discourse on Canadian nationalism- 

A Canadian Narrative 

As demonstrated in the second chapter, by choosing distinct historical events and 

achievements to construct themitic patterns and metastnietures, th.,: lileri~age Minz~tes 

identify with various thernatic concerns and ideologies. In providing closure and 

cohesion, the project sacrifices certain historical figures and accomplishments. As John 

Thompson succinctly notes, "Everybody's history has a point of view. Nobody's history is 

neutral or unbiased, or pretense-free. It just doesn't happen." (Interview - March 23, 

1999). In order to examine the themes confronted by the Minutes, "the Ioose (and 

admittedly oversimplified) narratological definition of the narrative, as a story told out of 

a series of events," (Rukszto 150) has been widely appropriated in this examination. A 

narratological reading of the Heritage Minute series illustrates that the stories chosen by 

the CRB depict and reconstruct historical events in order to represent a specific version of 

various possible Canadian narratives. 

The Heritage Minute series has frequently encountered criticisrns for these 

versions of the past, most notably from historians who question the historical accuracy of 

the Minutes. These criticisms, however, are beside the point, since the Minutes are not 

designed to provide factual information, but rather, they seek to provide a set of themes 

which have been used overtime to distinguish the Canadian nation from other nations. 



According to narratologist Hayden White, an openly fictionaiized series, such as the 

Herituge Minittes, have a number of advantages: 

When we are dealing with so-called histoncal texts we are not dealing with 
facts but with textual material that has been treated as such by generations 
of historians. The advantage of openly fictional texts is that their authors 
admit that they have done with their texts what every historian is forced to 
do in order to make her or his texts coherent; suppress some elements here, 
highlight others there. (Kuester 3) 

As demonstrated in the discussion of selective criteria in previous chapters, the CRB is 

deeply aware that it bas selected certain kinds of events and people in order to maintain 

the continuity of its meta-discourse. Furthemore, the historians to the project have 

pointed out that certain elements of Canadian history were suppressed (e.g. the working 

class) while other events were fictionalized (drmatic happy endings) in order to maintain 

continuity in the series. 

In order to establish a narrative, the Heritage Mincttes manipulate thematic 

patterns to produce Deutsch's "common set of rneanings." Rukszto suggests that 

narratives produce mzaning by appealing to subjects through their representations. The 

narrative is reflexive, both a participant in and a product of historical socid reIations, just 

as language is reflexive; "It dlows individuals to see themselves in stories about 'their' 

social/historical contexts" (Rukszto 15 1). In efforts to reach a widespread Canadian 

audience through its representations, the Minutes appeal to a 'postcard' version of history; 

they reved obscure facts about Our past and establish a rather superficial understanding of 

Canadian history. The Heritage Minute's tendency to rely on these postcard-facts, is 

demonstrated, for instance, as we leam about the first women doctor, or the first Jewish 

MP. Although no one would daim that these are not significant people in  the evolution of 



Our country, the emphasis on the "first person who ..." glosses over the more significant 

role that these people and groups have played in the development of the Canadian nation. 

Historian Jean-Claude Robert suggests, at tirnes, the Heritage Minutes appeal to 

representations which for historical purposes, are quite irrelevant to an understanding of 

the historical development of the country's history: 

1 would say that the Heritage Minutes have an appeal for that kind of 
history, even if scmething is irrelevant. For instance, it was suggested that 
there should be a Minute on the first Black person in Canada. But this 
person was supposedly a translater that arrived with the Europeans and 
then left. It doesn't make any sense. It would be much more significant to 
do something on the Black Loyalists who came in the eighteenth century 
and stayed. (interview - Mach 12, 1999) 

In order to construct a narrative which appeds to a widespread Canadian audience, the 

producers of the Heritage Minute senes reduce significant historical processes to 

personalized and stereotypicd situations, in which the efforts of a single minority 

individual are praised in order to celebrate the achievements of that minority group. This 

postcard effect, while perhaps effective for commercial purposes, is one-dimensional and 

oversimplified in order to heighten its effect. Like advertising spots, the Minutes thus 

convince through repeti tion rather than through rational argument. 

Recipe for a Canadian Narrative 

Upon first exarnining the Heritage Minute series, the Minutes appeared to be a 

multimedia response to John Colombo's poem "How to Write a Canadian Novel." Each 

of the reconstructed thematic patterns which Kresl attributes to Canadian history are 

found within the poem. In only 36 lines, Colombo refers to the Canadian novelist's 



obsession with the "colIective victim rnentality," Canadian geography, the multicultural 

makeup of the country, and the tension between our French and English colonial pasts, al1 

the while poking fun at Canadian clichés. Perhaps a "prime example of Canadian irony" 

((Kuester 17), Colombo's poem creates a window into the Canadian psyche which would 

produce a senes like the Her-itage Minutes. 

In News as Discotirse (1988), Teun Van Dijk suggests that "news is not 

characterized as a picture of reality ... but as a frame through which the sociai world is 

routinely constmcted" (7-8). Similarly , the Heritage Minutes do not succeed in providing 

the "image in a mirror," for Canadians, rather, the Minutes create a frarne through which 

our history and identity are reconstructed As we have seen through the textual analysis of 

the Minutes, this frame, like dl frarnes, has limitations and boundaries. As the systernatic 

content analysis of the Mintires demonstrates, each of Kresl's six thematic concerns 

frarnes the history of Canada in such a way that a meta-narrative is constructed. Having 

examined each of the thematic concems raised by the meta-narratives, it is possible to 

draw some conclusions about the thematic emphases entailed in these framings of 

Canadian his tory. 

The thematic patterns of proximity to the U.S., geography and regionalism, and 

sociological characteristics are each represented by eight Minutes. Two of these 

categories, geography and socioiogicai characteristics, despite occurring within eight 

Mirzures each, are depicted as recessive patterns in the formation of the Canadian identity. 

Each of these categoncal patterns is divided into sub-categories. Looking at the Minutes 

which focus on geography and regionalisrn, for example, five of the MNzutes focus on 

specific cities or places but the three additiond Mirzutes depict the abilities of Canadians 



to overcorne geographicd regionalism. The sociological characteristics of Canadians are 

also divided; these Minutes are split into those which reflect Canada's sociological 

founding fathers and those which chronicle Canada's changing characteristics and the role 

of immigration in history. By dividing each of these categories into smaller thematic 

sections, these quantitative results demonstrate the way in which these two themes play a 

recessive role with respect to the o v e d l  concerns of the series. 

Table 3 demonstrates that there are also eight Minutes which thematize Canada's 

relations with the US., and each one is heavily coded with anti-American ideologies. In 

al1 eight, Canada is portrayed as racially accepting, peaceful, and humble as opposed to 

our disorderly southern neighbours. In each of the eight Minutes, there is also an explicit 

textual reference to evidence the relationship between the two nations (e-g. "What is this, 

some kind of Canadian joke? in Basketbail). Although this thematic pattern only occurs as 

frequently as those of geography and socioIogical characteristics, there is a cornmon 

structuring concern in each of Minutes and thus, Canada's anti-American reactions are 

s tmctured as a dominant characteris tic of the Canadian identity. 

The theme of survivalism is a more dominant pattern in the series compared with 

geography and sociological characteristics. Table 3 reveals that there are ten Minutes 

which focus on this theme, however, contrary to the anti-Arnerican Minutes, the thematic 

pattern is not constructed the same way in each of the Minutes. Three of these Minutes 

focus on the physical tenacity of Canadians. This number is surprisingly low compared 

with the other seven Min~rtes which depict the survival of women in typically 

male-dominated fields. Chapter 3 demonstrated that this narrative portrays women as 

victims to both nature and a dominant male society. The frequency of the women as 



victims of male society interpretation suggests that feminism has impacted Our 

understanding of Canadian society, even though this type of understanding t a k s  account 

of bourgeois ferninism only. There are no images which represent the survival of minonty 

groups, Native Canadians, or working class women. 

T h e  fourth theme, in terms of importance concems Canada's role on the worId 

stage. This thernatic concern is found in twelve of the sixty Minutes, yet, in spite of its 

size, this topic is not thematicaIly unified. This category groups together a wide colIection 

of world events and firsts, from Marshall McLuhan's intellectuai achievements to 

Madame Vanier's humanitarian efforts. With suc h a strange mix of ac hievements and 

varied accomplishments, this category, while large, does not express its theme in an 

explicit manner. 

The final thematic pattern, Mintrtes which are concerned with our French-English 

colonid past, is the most dominant pattern in the series with fourteen instances. It too 

covers a variety of sub-themes; Five focus on our colonial past, three are concerned with 

instances of French and English cooperation, and tbee re-constmct images of Quebec's 

preeminence in sport and art. These Minutes which focus on our colonial past, burlesques 

like Frontenac and parodies like Victoria, use humour to distance the viewer from the 

political seriousness of the topic. As chapter 2 has demonstrated, the second subtherne, 

Minutes which depict French and English cooperation, tends to emphasize the 

achievements of the dominant class. In the case of Baldwin & Lafontaine, the Minute 

celebrates the accomplishments of two men who unite as a political strategy. The third 

subtherne refers to images of Quebec province. These Minutes tend to depict the artistic 

and athletic achievernents of French-spe;tking Canadians. 



As Chapter 1 illustrated, the Heritage Minutes aroused some suspicion during 

constitutionai debates and during the 1995 Quebec Referendum. The dominant theme of 

Our French and English colonial past, is divided therefore, as a strategic move. Although 

the CRB hoped to construct symbols of unity which were inclusive to French-speaking 

Canadians, it realized that the inclusion of Quebec in Canada must be treated with 

sensitivity. Thus, one Ends that the themes of these Minutes are often expressed in 

lighthearted ways; they joke about the arriva1 of French and English explorers and they 

celebrate the apolitical achievements of sports figures and singers. The Minutes avoid 

constitutional debates by veering away from overtly politicai readings, and focusing on 

nonpoiiticd figures, such as hockey players, Richard and Plante. This dominant therne 

constructed by the Heritage Minute senes depicts our French-Englis h colonial past with 

images which ernphasize a Canada united by depoliticized narratives. 

To suggest that the Canadian identity is sornething that can be cornpletely 

categorized by these narratives is not the aim of this paper, nor, do the Minttres recreate an 

authentic Canadian experience. The repeated use of Kresl's themes, however, suggests 

that each of these facets has been used over time to construct a meta-narrative of 

"Canadianism," with some thematic emphases more important than others. This meta- 

narrative, although it allows for the acceptance of some of Canada's darker moments in 

history, the blatant discrimination of Chinese-Canadians or the tragic hanging of Louis 

Riel, for example, it also perpetuates some of the great Canadian myths about our 

plurdistic, peaceful nation. The Minutes portray Canadian women as pioneers in their 

achievements and ye t, promoting change through emotional outbursts rat fier than 

reasonable discussion. French and English speaking Canadian men are shown shaking 



hands and building our joint future, a political union which is apparently uninfluenced by 

the role of women, rninorities, or the working class. In spite of its lacunae, the 

meta-narrative of Canadiunism constructed by the Minutes is a symbolic reconstruction 

with which many Canadians can identify. This meta-narrative is best described by a 

phrase Leonard Cohen coined for the title of his second novel, the rneta-narrative of 

''Seau tiful Losers ." 

Beauti ful Losers 

The content analysis of the CRB's texts demonstrated the ways in which the 

Minutes construct thematic macrostructures. Chapter two has shown that within Minutes 

which focus on the land's northerness, Canadians are depicted as individuals of strength; 

their abilities to overcome the harsh northern environment is second only to their abilities 

to overcome challenges such as prejudice and confiict. Canadians are repeatedly depicted 

as victims who rise above their difficult circurnstances to survive, despite obstacles as 

varied as American cultural influences and geographical vastness. The C m ' s  narrative 

also constructs a nation composed of French, English, and various other multicultural 

groups who create unity through diversity. This rich cultural background is celebrated as 

the Mintltes emphasize the role of the Canadian collective as opposed to any single heroic 

individual. These aspects of the CRB narrative, those which promote a peaceful, 

pluralistic nation, make up the "beautiful" concems of this constructed Canadian identity. 

As this thesis has shown, however, this is only one side of the Canadian nation as 

recreated by the Herirage Minures. 



The Minutes also reveal the fragile side of the Canadian identity. If Canadians 

have become survivors, it is because they have been repeatediy victimized; if we are 

united by diversity, it is this same diversity which constantly threatens to pull the nation 

apart. The narrative of the CRB never Ioses sight of the vulnerability of the Canadian 

nation as the dominant narratives celebrate the collective as well as the lowly hero. 

Cameron suggests that the term protagonist is more appropriate than 'hero' for Canadian 

subjects as they tend to be ordi. iary; "To paraphrase Harold Innis, they succeed not in 

spite of failure but because of it" (Cameron 19). Throughout the senes, we see Canadians 

surviving in spite of geography, in spite of linguistic differences, even in spite of their 

more flamboyant neighbours. This fragility, in concert with the more positive or 

"beautiful" aspects of the Canadian nation, makes up one of the "cornmon set of 

meanings" which recurs throughout the series. 

Canadians tend to become suspicious of any cultural product which is too 

patriotic; they suspect the work of federalist propaganda. In order to promote national 

pride, the Minutes therefore must use irony and humour to distance the viewer while they 

celebrate the successes of beautiful losers like Plante, Naismith, and Joe Shuster. 

Cameron and McGinnis suggest that perhaps "the most unsettling thing about the 

Heritage Mitzuies is that they confront us with feelings and myths about Our country.. . 

and make palpable what for many are deeply buned convictions" (15). By never losing 

sight of the "beautiful losers" in history, the CRB constmcts a meta-narrative for Canadian 

history which resonates emotionally with Canadians. The self-deprecatory humour and 

awareness of our "loser" positioning is part of the "cornmon set of meanings" associated 

with the Canadian experience. In this way, Cameron and McGinnis argue that the 



Heritage Minutes, "even strive for quintessentid Canadianness in the manner in which 

they seek to cushion us from any unaccustomed surges of patriotism they may engender in 

us" (1995, p. 14). The Canadian meta-narrative of the "beautiful loser" which 

encompasses the dominant narratives of ami-Americanism and survivalism, as well as 

thernes of geography, international importance, and uniqueness construct a multiple and 

rich symbolic universe through which Canadian audiences may conceptualize themselves. 

Class Corn 

In a memo to historian John Thompson, creative director Patrick Watson 

suggested that future Heritage Mintrtes might be foIlowed by a short visual segment to 

create a sense of continuity. He described the conceptualization of this segment in the 

following words: 

Bo Gehring has been in with a very elegant Frarne Test on the signature, 
which shrinks the final image into sort of centre mortise, still big enough 
to be clever and dramatic, and surrounds it al1 with a gold-surfaced, 
stylized Group-of-Sevenish lake and silhouetted mes, across which a loon 
swims ieaving a glearning ripple. Hard to imagine without seeing it, but it 
may turn out to be very elegant once it is animated, and 1 am going to try 
out a 1.5 second loon cry in the rnix as an acoustical component of the 
signature. Comy, yes. but class corn. (letter - October 25, 1990) 

This description, with its "styiized Group-of-Sevenish lake" and "gleaming ripple" 

exemplifies the thinking behind the CRB's construction of Canadian history. With 

stylized and gleaming images, the series embodies each of the thematic patterns typically 

associated with the study of Canada. Then, with ironic stabs and comedic twists, the 

series celebrates our love-hate relationship with the United States and Our colonial past. It 

ceiebrates the regional/culturaI/Iinguistic challenges faced by Canadians and assuredly 



prornotes the success of the underdog and the survival of the "beautiful loser." The 

Heritage Minutes construct a "cornmon set of rneanings" seen by over 23 million 

Canadians a year. This version of the Canadian nation, with its patterns of survivaiisrn, 

cornical anti-Americanism, and blatant support for the underdog, embodies the thematic 

patterns associated with Canadian historical scholarship and consû-ucts a meta-narrative 

for self-definition. 1s this meta-narrative, in the words of Watson, "corny?" Of course, it 

is. Nevertheless, the Minuies aiso resonate emotionally with many Canadians because 

they frame Our weaknesses and strengths in a senes of binary oppositions which indicate 

that Our Canadian identity is human and imperfect. 



V. Appendix: 
Heritage Minute Story Guide 

Peacemnker dramatizes the Iroquois legend of the Tree of Great Peace which 
expIains the origins of the Iroquis Confederacy. 
Vikings depicts the destruction and the rediscovery - nine centuries later - of a 
Norse settlement at L'Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland, (980 A.D.) 
John Cabot Voyaging from England to North Amerïca in 1497, Captain John 
Cabot and his sailors enter the Grand Banks off Newfoundland and encounter cod 
fish so thick they slow the ship. 
Naming of Ccuzcrckr provides one explanation of how Canada may have received its 
name during Jacques Cartier's first meeting with the Iroqiiian peoples. ( 1534) 
Nicollet explores Jean Nicollet's futile search for the Asian Sea which instead 
added Lake Michigan to European maps. (1 634) 
Sirop A family of Attikamek hdians show a French-Canadian farnily how to 
harvest the syrup of the sugar maple. 
Frontenac portrays the fortitude of Govemor Frontenac and the people of New 
France as they repel an Anglo-American invasion in 1690. 
Lnurc~ Secord drarnatizes Secord's journey to warn of an Arnerican attack during 
the War of 18 12, and portrays the roIe of the Kahnawake Mowhawks in repeliing 
the invasion. 
Hart and Papineau retraces the path toward religious tolerance Iaws in Quebec 
and the Commonwealth. (1 832) 

- 10- Etienne Parent looks into the young journalist's prison ce11 in 1838, where the 
future political economist wntes an editorial calling for mutual tolerance between 
French and English Canadians. 

I 1. Baldwin and Lnfontairze Two politicians frorn Upper and Lower Canada 
demonstrate FrenchIEnglish cooperation when Lafontaine seeks election in 
Toronto and goes on to help shape dernocratic reforms for al1 of Canada. (1841) 

12. Victoria imagines a discussion between the Queen and Lord Melbourne on the 
question of Responsible Govemment in Canada. (1 841) 

13. Orphans shows one of the many French-Canadian families which adopted Irish 
children orphaned during their voyage to Canada in the 1850s. 

14. The Underground Railroad illustrates the escape of African Arnericans from 
slavery to freedom in Canada during the 1850s. 

15. Cnsavarzt looks at young Joseph Casavant, as he builds the first of what would be 
thousands of world renowned musical organs. (1 834- 1879) 

16. Park Crew recaptures the day in July, 1867 when four unheralded oarsmen frorn 
Saint John, New Brunswick, eIectrified Canadians with their victory in the world 
rowing championship in Paris. 

17. Saguenay Fire recounts the tenacity of one family as they Save themselves and 
their farm animals from the devastating fire of 1870. 

18. Trout portrays Jennie Trout's struggle against prejudice to becorru= the first woman 
licensed to practice medicine in Canada. (1871) 



19. Sitting Blrll Confident that the Northwest Mounted Police wiIl respect him and his 
people, the great Sioux chooses to remain in Western Canada rather than return to 
the United States. (1 877) 

20. Les Voltigeurs de Qrtebec watches the band of this famous French-Canadian 
regiment rehearse Calixa Lavallee's O Canada! for its first public performances at 
the St. Jean-Baptiste celebrations in 1880. 

2 1, Nitro takes viewers to a CPR construction site in 1880s British Columbia, as a 
young Chinese worker volunteers to set a dangerous nitroglycerin charge in 
exchange for his wife's boat fare to Canada. 

22. Tyrrell reenacts the Canadian geologist's astounding discovery of dinosaur bones 
in the Alberta Badlands in 1884. 

23- Sir SandJiîrd Fle~~ziltg follows the incredible career of the nineteenth-century 
engineer who planned thret: railways and played a pivotai role in the adoption of 
Standard Time. ( 1885) 

24. Louis Riel joins the Metis leader on the gallows, as Riel recalls his struggle for his 
people in the moments before his execution in November, 1885. 

25. Rural rencher brings to life the famous Robert Harris painting, as P.E.I. teacher 
confronts her school board. (1885) 

26. Soddie depicts prairie settlers building their first home from the same sod they 
break to grow their crops. (1890s) 

27. Midwife dramatizes the importance of a skilled rnidwife in a Canadian rural 
cornrnunity in the late nineteenth century. 

28. Basketball revisits the sport's inventor, James Naismith of Almonte, Ontario, 
during one of the first experimenta1 games. (1891) 

29. Steele of the Moruzties looks in on a chastened American gambIer as he recalls his 
conviction from the Yukon by Superintendent Sam Steele during the KIondike 
Gold Rush of 1898. 

30. Marcorzi revisits Signal Hill in St. John's, Newfoundland, on December 12 190 1, 
as Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi receives the f rs t  transatlantic radio 
message. 

3 1. Vafour Roud became the narne of Winnipeg's Pine Street after three of its young 
men won the Victoria Cross during the First World War. 

32. Winnie recounts the tme story of a Canadian soldier's bear - the object of 
adoration and inspiration for a young boy and his father, A.A. Milne. (19 15) 

33. FZunders Outside a field hospital in Belgium, Canadian a m y  surgeon John 
McCrae solemnly composes the country's most often recited poern. 

34. McClrrng depicts NelIie McClung's confrontation with Premier R.P. Roblin to win 
the right to vote for Manitoban women. (19 16) 

35. Hali$ax Explosion dramatizes one man's heroism during this 19 17 disaster in 
Hdifax Harbour which killed or injured thousands of people. 

36. Joseph-Armand Bombardier glimpses the boyhood beginnings of 
Joseph-Armand's career as innovator and entrepreneur. (1 920) 

37. Enzily Murphy recounts how Murphy and a group of Canadian women secured the 
rights of women as persons throughout the Commonwealth. ( 1929) 



38. Superman looks at cartoonist Joe Shuster explaining the comic book hero he 
created. ( 193 1 ) 

39. Myrnam Hospital The stniggle of one small Alberta community to care for its 
residents during the 1930's marks a tiny step in the evolution of Canada's 
universal health care system. 

40. La Bolduc depicts the first recording session of Mary Travers, the young woman 
whose songs cheered les Quebecois during the bitter Depression of the 1930's. 

41, lnltksuk joins an RCMP officer in 193 1 as he watches a group of Inuit build one of 
these remarkable Northern landmarks. 

42, Penfieid illustrate the Montreal neurosurgeon's path-breaking advances in the 
treatment of seizure disorders. (1 934) 

43. Agnes MacPlzail recalls Canada's first female MP through a depiction of her 
contribution to the reform of the Canadian pend system (1935) 

44, Blrrenose a 17 year old Nova Scotian schooner - an undefcated champion of the 
International Fisherman's Trophy - is pitted against an Amencan ship in the last 
and most dramatic sailing race of her glorious career. (1938) 

45. Etnily Carr portrays the artistic evolution of British Columbia painter and her life 
long cornmitment to her muse. (Died in 1945) 

46. Paldine Vanier features one of Canada's most remarkable families, their efforts to 
aid displaced persons and rekgees diiring World War II and their life long 
contribution to charitable endeavours. (1 940s) 

47. Mar-ioïz Orr The Feny command pilot delivers fighter planes to Britain during 
World War II, and plans her post war career as Canada's fust fernale flight school 
operator. ( 1942) 

48. Rocket Richard The legendary hockey star, after working 8 hours moving his 
family from one end of Montreal to the other, scores 8 points (5  goals and 3 
assists) toward a 9-1 victory against the Detroit Red Wings. (1944) 

49. Juckie Robinso~z In 1946, Montreal Royals players and fans welcome the first 
African-American player, rnarking the beginning of the end of major-league 
baseball's colour barrier. 

50. John Hmnphrey Montreal lawyer drafts and wins support for the United Nations' 
Declaration of Human Rights 

5 1. Avro Arrmv Canadian aerospace scientist design and test the world's fastest and 
most advanced interceptor aircraft. (1953) 

52. Borduns In his Paris in 1957, Paul-Emile Borduas, Quebec's voice of the Quiet 
Revolution, reflects on the impact of his writing and his art. 

53. Le Reseau recalls the vision of Bell Canada's Thomas Eadie, whose determination 
led to the trans-Canadian rnicrowave network, which began to cary television 
broadcasts and telephone calls across the country on July 1, 1958. 

54. Maurice Rudciick An Afro-Canadian collier describes how he and his fellow 
workers survived eight days trapped underground during the 1958 Springhill, 
Nova Scotia mining disaster. 

55. Jcicques Plcirzte portrays the godie's challenge to hockey's convention by wearing 
his invention, the hockey mask, during NHL game. (1959) 



56. Marshall McLuhan peeks into a 1960s University of Toronto classroorn as the 
world-renowned communication theonst fascinates students with his insights 
about mass media. 

57. Flags MP John Matheson, a mernber of the 1965 parliarnentary cornmittee to 
choose a national flag, surveys the rnany designs proposed for consideration. 

58. Expo '67 Montreal Expo literally &es from the depths of St. Lawrence River to 
give Canada a dazzling hundredth birthday Party. (1967) 

59. Nat Taylor An enterprising Canadian cinema operator invents the modern 
multi-screen movie theatre. 

60. Wuter P ~ m p  Mennonite cornmunities in Southwestern Ontario serve as the 
inspiration in the design of tools and of sustainable development for developing 
countries. 
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